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Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentudc , Thursday, August 30, 1951
Can You Vote?

w Ordinance Passed
es Salary Of Each
Council Member At $5
lye Next Term
Monday night
city
The council
Oil Company per-

Registration Books in the
office of t he county court
clerk will be closed Friday,
September 7. All legal voters
not properly registered to
participate In the general
election on November 6 are
urged to register before that
date, John Morgan, clerk,
said. Legal voters required to
register before voting include
those who have reached the
age of 21 women voters who
have married since they were
registered, those who h a ve
moved from their former precinct within the past 60 days,
county six months and state,

Most Stores To Close
Here For Labor Day
Most retail stores, banks
and business houses will be
closed Monday, September
3, in Observance of Labor
Day, according to an announcement of the Retail
Merchants Association. Most
county offices will be closed
and the postoffice will not
offer window service. No city
or rural mail delivery will be
made, according to Billy
Gresham, assistant postmaster. The Leader office also
will be closed for the holiday.

Revival Is Scheduled
At Church Of Christ

Hay, Pasture And Corn
Crops Suffer The Most
Damage; Dark Tobacco
Receives Greatest Aid

Drought-hit Caldwell county
got 3.28 inches of rainfall the
first two days of this week to
break a near-record siege of dry
weather which had gripped the
community for almost two
months.
The Western Kentucky SubExperiment Station measured the
0. B. PERKINS
121 County Pupils Have
precipitation at 3.28 inches after
A revival will be held begin- the rain had stopped Tuesday afA Perfect Attendance
3,
September
y,
a
Mond
ning
embers of the council also
ternoon.
Caldwell county pupils w h o
through Sunday, September 9, at
Money Is Caldwell's
measly adopted an ordiThe drought, according to counlhad a perfect attendance for the
B.
0.
with
Christ
of
Church
the
Share Of Truck Fees
y fixing the salary of each
ty agricultural leaders, hit hay
school year 1950-5h were anconductMadisonville,
of
Perkins,
ic:Iman at $5 for each reguand pasture crops the hardest. A
Shapely Mari Blanchard, movie nounced this week by attendance
Collected By State
ing the services, it is announced.
meeting and $5 for each call- starlet and former bathing suit officer R. Y. Hooks as follows:
loss of 50 to 75 per cent for the
will be congregational
There
fund
road
county's
Caldwell
the
of
meeting
special
two was the estimated damage.
Flatrock: Betty Ann Harper HERE'S THAT MAIN AG
deputy foreign minister
model, is a pretty example of the
was enriched by $11,378.39 this singing at the services, which wil
No estimate of damage to buril at which city business is
and Linda Harper.
Andrei Gromyko, complete with meow], hurries from gangplank week, according to an announce- begin at 7:30 each night.
value
of
and
in
massage
proexercise
cied. The ordinance
ley was available, but several
Farmersville: Wanda Kay of the Queen Elizabeth after arrival at New York. The Soviet's ment by County Judge William
farmers had already cut their toed that the chairman for each the treatment of polio. Paralyzed Loughrie. Fredonia: John R. veto expert man heads a 31.7trian delegation to the San Francisco
-G. Pickering.
Church Bible Class To
bacco before the rain started, it
the standing committees shall below the hips and on the right Baker, Judith Ann Jones, Mal- conference on the Japanese peace treaty. Man behind Gromyko is
Th is amount is this county's
psid $5 a month for special side by poliomyelitis when she colm D. Morgan, Richard L. not identified. (AP Wirephoto)
was said. Almost half of the ear2
Sept.
Breakfast
Have
share from truck-license fees colly burley wis lost, but late crops
.:ces rendered. This ordinance was nine, Mari
Blackburn, Linda J. Blackburn,
of
class
Bible
Adult
obviously
Young
conThe
lected by the State last fiscal
become effective at the exwith not over four or five burned
ACCEPTS NEW POSITION
Thursday Closing Will
quered the dread disease with a Grace Anita Rogers, Mary Rita
Year. It brings the local fund up the Central Presbyterian Church leaves were aided by the rain.
Mrs. Fred Jake, formerly em.
en of the present term of
Tackwell,
Louise
Rita
Rogers,
vengeance. (AP Wirephoto)
to a total of $47,352.68 allocated will hold a breakfast at 8.30 a m Dark tobacco received, the most
End On September 6
Earl Dale Creasey, Leeroy Dar- ployed by the J. C. Penney ComStores belonging to the Prince- for the construction of c o u nt y Sunday, September 2, at the aid from the rain, which put
a
posttlein
accepted
s
a
h
pany,
tither ordinance adopted at
D.
Clinton
nell, Jerry Jones,
ton Retail Merchants Association roads and bridges during this church annex it is announced more weight and body to the
Testing forbids the parking Bob Estill Is Guest
Sheridan, Dennis Woodall, Wayne with Williamson Drug Company
will close this Thursday after- fiscal year.
crop, it was said.
here.
side
west
the
on
vehicle
i7.y
Speaker At Rotary Club Allen Prowell, Robert Earl Vinwill be the first official meet
for the last time this year, The State collected a total of This
noon
between
street
Seminary
Corn crops suffered a 30 to 40
S,atli
Bob Estill, head of Fluorspar son, Ada Nell Brooks, Joyce Lapas
the
course,
on
truck-license
and ing of a doctrinal
according to an announcement $2,730,813.80
per cent loss because of the dry
street and the main line of Mining Division, U. S. Steel, at verne Keel, Joyce Ann Shinall, ENTERS HOSPITAL
Mr. John E. Eison, Sr., Frank- this week. All stores of the asso- half of this amount is divided tor said.
weather while garden crops were
:mots Central 'railroad and Mexico, Ky., and head of Allied Patricia Irene Wheeler, Joyce
day equally among the State's 120
reduced by 50 to 75 per cent.
south side of west Locust Coal mining in the German Ruhr Ann Cartwright, Leroy McWor- lin street, entered Vanderbilt Hos- ciation will remain open all
beginning Thurs- counties, according to Highway di;idwe I I Defense Bond
I Reports indicated the rain was
tl between North Jefferson after World War II, was guest thy, Charlotte Ann Baker, Patsy pital, Nashville, Saturday, for ob- every Thursday
Commissioner W. P. Curlin.
was said.
' fairly general over Kentucky and
e" and North Seminary. Fine speaker at the Princeton Rotary Yvonne Kemp, Phillip Kay Rog- servation and possible treatment, day, Septerniber 6, it
$57,000
At
Set
truckin
Is
first
Counties
shared
Gobi
the
middle Tennessee. Despite t h e
i.sobeying the new regulation Club Tuesday night.
ers, Bill Adams, Denny Brasher, it is reported by members of
license fees in 1924. Until 1945
The goal for Caldwell county fact it came late in the growing
set at not less than $1 and
Miss Oliver To Attend
Mr. Estill, who was selected by Leroy Moore, Sue Oliver, Re- family.
the counties could use the money during the series E, F and G
'season, it may have been worth
T.ore than $10.
U. S. Steel for the postwar job, becca Peek.
for any purpose. In 1945, the United States Defense Bond drive
ptist Nursing School
CONDITION IS 'FAIR'
'millions of dollars to the farmtold how coal production was inJune Perkins, Geneva Sue Rito
was
amended
of
3
Constitution
iss Bonnie Oliver, daughter
which will be held September
The condition of Thomas W.
ers of the two states. The greatof
control
British
when
creased
Wayne
ley,
Cartwright,
taxes
Shelby
Are
Admitted; 14
through October 27, is $57,000. est aid it gave was to fall seedel I, 408 Hopkinsville Mr. and Mrs. Shell C. Oliver, provide that all motor-fuel
operations was shared by the Hollorrian, Jimmie Jones, Eugene McConn
has been seriously ill Route 3, is to leave today to at- and motor-vehicle fees be placed
issed At Hospital
ling, one local agricultural leader
American Government. He also Rogers, Jr., Jahn Ed Thompson, street, who
the last 11 days tend the Kentucky Baptist Hos- in a road fund to be spent for ENTERS CHICAGO HOSPITAL said.
.n:e last Thursday there have told of bottle-necks that w ere Lena Mae Canada, Russell Mel- at his home for condition,
Mr. Henry Gordon, former res
is fair, pital School of Nursing at Louis- road purposes only.
12 patients admitted to the ironed out under his supervision ton, Jimmie Phelps, Linda Sue with a vascular
The $11,378.39 sent each county ident of Princeton, now living at
reported ville. Miss Oliver is a graduate
ell County War Memorial and explained the method of Eskew, Helen Louise Harper, members of the family
Two Tickets For City
must be spent on roads.
of Butler High School.
Jackson, Tennessee, is a patient at
Wednesday.
and 14 dismissed.
mining coal in Europe,
The counties got 818,750.03 each the Illinois Central Hospital, Chi- Council Formed Here
Donald Fralix, Philip Phelps,
admitted were Mrs. Eula
last year as their share of the cago, Illinois. Mr. Gordon is a
Donna Beavers, Helen Boitnott,
Two tickets for city council to
r, Dycusburg; Harry Mc- Mrs. Pruett Attends
truck license fees.
Sue Hackney, Elizabeth Moore,
brother of Mr. Frank Gordon be voted on in the November d
y, Eddyville; Judith CatWanda Phelps, Bonnie Nell
Wes
and Miss Pamelia Gordon,
General Election were announcMr. and Mrs. Charles Curry
Judy Hall, Mrs. Marvella State Board Meeting
Oates, Joe Pat Sheridan, ThelMr. and Mrs. Jack Brown and
Market street.
Are
Prizes
Presented
ed here this week.
7presiSr
Pruett,
Clifton
Mrs.
Winn,
George
Mrs.
and
Miss
Mr.
b. Mrs. Lola Lamb,
ma Mae Canada, Mary Louise daughter, Becky, of Ft. Knox, are and
One ticket, called "The New
Cummins, Mrs. Beulah dent of the Princeton Business and Eskew, Barbara Cartwright, Mary visiting her parents, MT. and Mrs. of Marion, spent last week in To Five Members Of
UNDERGOES SURGERY
atClub,
Ticket", and under the device of
Women's
Professional
Mn. Herndon Greer, Mrs.
Louise Canada, Evelyn Riley, Fred Hopper Hopkinsville street. the Smoky Mountains. They at- Junior Garden Club
Herndon Greer, South
Mrs.
meeting at
the open book is made up of Joe
Giannini, Jr., Mrs. Elaine tended a state board
Jackquolyn Yandell, Howard F.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Luttrell, of tended the "Drama of These
Prizes of $1 each were awarded Jefferson street, underwent Jones, R. S. McGehee, J. S. Taycan, Fredonia; and MTS. R. L. the Seelbach Hotel, Louisville, Faught.
CounCaldwell
Ga., were house guests Hills."
the
at
Atlanta,
the
surgery
Junior
of
to
five members
lor, Clinton Hobby, Dawsie B.
Saturday and Sunday, August 26
Calvert City.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Strong, of Garden Club by the Princeton ty Hospital, Monday morning,
Sara Ann Blackburn, Pat S. of Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood,
Farless and C. L. Castleberry. The
Mr. Pruett accompanied
26.
and
reguests
last
is
were
condition
days
county,
several
He:
Farm,
27.
Crittenden
Linwood
one dismissed were Mr. BudRose and Garden Club for being August
Bradshaw, June D. Kemp.
platform for this ticket is anher.
Strong,
Orville
Mrs.
of Mr. and
Scott, Kuttawa; Clyde Oliver,
Friendship: Linda Pickering. week.
selected as having the best flow- ported good..
nounced elsewhere in this week's
rehas
last weekend.
Dr. Frank T. Linton
Harvey Dcer garden, Mrs. Henry Sevison,
Robertson, Marion; C. W.
Leader.
APPENDECTOMY Samantha Patterson,
UNDERGOES
SUFFERS HEART ATTACK
and, Marie Bartlee, EddyRoe, Donald McGowan, Mary F. turned from a visit with nis son,
Mrs. Kathleen Williamson and president, announces.
The other ticket, whose platMrs. Fr ank P. Giannini, Jr.,
Will Fuller, of the Pleasant
Those receiving the prizes were
Wood, Wayman Vinson, Mary K. Barney, in California.
; Mrs. Mitchell Clift, Fredaughter, Melva, spent several
be announced later in
Court, submitted to art
Woodlawn
Mr. B. M. Stone, .Jr., of Padu- days last week in the Smoky listed as Gerald Burchett, Route Grove community, suffered a form is to
Brewer, Betty
Elsie
: Mrs. Eula Rosier, deceasPatterson,
appendectomy at the
The Leader, is made up of Fred
3; Harold Jones, 409 N. Jefferson; heart attack Sunday. His condi
Sue Ellen DeBoe, cah, is spending his vacation this Mountains.
Harry McKinney, Judith Cat- emergency
Porter,
Lou
Pasteur, R. A. Willard, Willard
Caldwell County War Memorial
week with his mother, Mrs. Mary
Janice Ann Martin, Route 3; tion Is improved it is reported.
Judy Hall, Marvella Lamb,
Barbara Sue Ladd.
MT. and Mrs. W. J. Waller, of
"Bill Milstead, W. L Granstaff,
Tuesday afternoen. Her
hospital
Gordon
Mrs.
sister,
Cadiz
307
and
Stone,
Goodwin,
Carol
and
Bobby
Lamb, Phyllis Cummins and
Hall: Hershel Cook
Akron, Ohio, are to be guests of
Davis.
condition was reporteci as satisTRANSFERRED TO FORT KNOX Frank Wilson and Vernal
Glenn and Mr. Glenn.
Herndon Greer.
Felker.
her sister, Mrs. Hugh Goodwin, street, and Rayburn Pickering,
A new council will take office
factory by members of the famC.
William
Class
First
visiting
Private
is
138 Highland avenue.
Mrs. Bessie Harmon
Lewistown: Marinda Sue Sharp
this weekend.
December 1.
ily Wednesday.
Also, according to Mrs. Sevi- Sparks, Jr., and Mrs. Sparks ar
her nephew, Mr. Wilson Morse,
and Ruby K. Ashby.
Presley, Clarksdale,
nty Soldier Appears
Joan
Miss
Monday night for a visit
rived
daughter at
and
of
zinnias
and
packages
four
son,
Morse
Mrs.
Liberty: Barbara Jean BlackMiss., is visiting in the home of
Army Hospital Show STATIONED IN VIRGINIA
marigold seeds were distributed with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. County Schools Hold
Louisville.
Mrs. Rumsey B. Taylor,
Corporal Thomas D. Sholar, burn, Carolyn Rae Chapel, Betty
Robards, Wash- Mr. and
all East Side School children William C. Sparks, Sr., and Mrs. .First Teachers' Meeting
to
Madalyn
Miss
• Walter Wadlington, son of
Locust street.
into Federal service Joyce Lacy, James Orval Morse,
D. C., has been a guest
who presented a note of endorse- Gus Deen. Pvt. Sparks, who has
ington,
0 A. Wadlington, Route 3, who went
Eltis Henson, of Murray State
201st Engineer Oom- Christine Roberts.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ellis, of La- ment from their parents stating been at Fort Henning since early
of Mr. and Mrs. Iley McGough,
a. a radio personality at with Co. B,
Mt. Hebron: Shirley E. Cumstationed at Camp
Grange. Ky., spent the weekend that the child co-operated in the June, is being transferred to College, was guest speaker at the
street.
Jefferson
ce Army Medical Center bat Battalion,
North
McCoy, Wisconsin, has been mings, Barbara Jean Cummings, Misses Marlin and Rosie Ray, with he r mother, Mrs. J. A. Rose and Garden Club's project Fort Knox for three months of first teachers' meeting for the
:e he recently appeared on
county's 1951-52 school year held
to Fort Belvoir, Vir- Robert M. Cummings, Louard W. of Paducah, are spending a two Steger.
transferred
advanced training.
of civic-beautification.
row "Hi Neighbor", presentTuesday at the courthouse.
W. Va.,
Bluefield,
of
Hays,
where he will attend an Jones, Joyce Orange.
Jim
ginia,
were
pargardens
their
flower
with
Ninety
weeks' vacation
rn Ms Ward at Brooke Army
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Stroube, of
The county schools open MonNabb: Betty Jo Oliver.
surveying school.
with Mr. and visited last week by Mrs. Brad
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Luke Ray, spent last weekend
tal over the hospital's Ra- Engineering
fam- Lacy, chairman of the Junior Alabama% have been recent guests day September 3.
Piney Grove: Ada Mae Dutton.
and
Taylor
B.
Rumsey
Mrs.
Cpl. Oholar is the son of Mr. and
road.
Marion
tation KBAH.
Koltinof Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Mr. Henson spoke on the use
Quinn: Anna Rose Hill, Lewis
Mrs. I. T. Sholar.
Garden committee, Mrs. Vernon
Seaman First C 1 ass Billy 0. ily.
Koltinsky.
Part of the program has
of standardized tests in public
Edward Eilackburn, Marlene JewMr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Law- Taylor and Mrs. Henry Sevison. sky and Miss Jackie
returned to San
has
Wilkerson
recorded and is being sent ENTERS NURSING SCHOOL
schools. Other speakers were C.
ell Lowery, Dorothy Jean Masof Chicago,
Diego, California, after spending son and son, Kenneth,
s parents to whom he dediGuests of Mrs. Robert Osborne V. Thompson, Jr., representative
Miss Sue Trader, South Sem- sey, Ella Mae Massey.
with Mrs. Wilker- Ill., returned home Saturday af- Twenty-Four Homemakers
pave
day
20
a
a musical selection, also Mlast weekend were Misses Jackie of Blue-Cross, Blue-Shield; R. A.
Sugar Creek: Barbara Nell
father, MT.
inary is leaving Friday to enson and other relatives and ter a visit with her
• on the disc, it was said.
Williams, Henderson, and Betty Mabry, county agent; Oliver AllJ. B. Bohanon, South Seminary. Attend Training School
ter St. Elizabeth's School of Oliver, Wanda Boyd, Faye Boyd, friends.
Louisville.
cock, soil conservationist; Robert
Nursing at Covington, Ky. She Vernon Oliver, Derwood Boyd.
Twenty-four homemakers from Mallick,
Jacob, sanitarian; R. Y. Hooks,
Berhany: Linda Carter, Keith
ir Mart To Open
will he accompanied there by
17 Homemaking clubs in the
attendance officer, a n d Clifton
Jenkins, Janice Nichols, Jimmie
Mr. and lafrs. H. C. Averdick.
county attended a reed training
12 West Market
Clift, superintendent. Each speakNichols, Doris Slaton.
school at Butler High School Frial opening of Stewart's
er talked on the services his deBlue Spring: Jerry Mitchell,
day, Miss Mary Morgan, assistMart, owned by Mr. and
partment renders to the schools.
Jeanette Swatzell.
ant home demonstration agent,
J. E Stewart, of MadisonBriarfield: Charles Thomas
announces.
a to be held Saturday at
Morse.
Those attending the meeting, at
City School Teachers'
V. Market street in the
Cobb: James Dale Gilkey, Arwhich Home Agent Miss Wilma
Meeting Set For Friday
Willard
formerly occupied by
Kennedy,
Wayne
tice
Vandiver gave the lesson on
's Cafe, it is announced.
The first teachers' meeting for
Bryan Paxton, Bobby Earl P'Pool,
Fireside Baskets", in"Making
tor of the Mart is to be
city schools will be held at 9
Joenelle P'Pool, Peggy Stewart,
cluded:
Y Coleson, also of Madisona. in. Friday August 31, at Butler
Johnny Bryant, Billy Joe CravMrs. J. D. Asher, Mrs. John R.
HP plans to move to PrinceHigh School, prior to the official
ens, Thelma Joyce Stewart, GlenMcDowell, Mrs. Lawson Felker,
opening of schools Tuesday, acnear future, it was
da Gilkey, Marthan Ann P'Pool,
Miss Alta Towery, Miss Vera
cording to an announcement
Shirley Evelyn Oliver, Mildred
Robertson,
Rogers
Mrs.
Drennan,
from the superintendent's office.
Norman Stewart, Fred Mayes,
Mrs. Harry Johnson, Mrs. Arlie
The city system still is lacking
James E. Stewart,
eth Barrett Serves
Vinson and Mrs. Labe Hogan.
two teachers, it was said. They
Crider: Eugene Griffin, Judy
billy Robinson, Mrs. StanMrs.
hip In Far East
are music and commercial.
Griffin.'
ley Sharp, Mrs. Billy McElroy,
Seth R Barrett, seaman
Eureka: Travis Wayne Oliver,
Mrs. Gordon Clayton, Mrs. Erby
. USN, son of Mr. and
PRINCETON WINS 4-2
Charles R. Coleman and Alvie
Cruce, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Mrs.
to B. Barrett of 113
Princeton edged Fredonia 4-2
Ray Coleman.
Shell Hunsaker, Mrs. C. W. Scott,
t, is serving aboard the
Sunday with four runs. PrinceMrs. Ray Martin, Mrs. Deon Murton's Ray Newman proved too
P USS Kermit RooseMr. and Mrs. R. L. Putnam, of
phy, Mrs. Earl Wood, Mrs. V. R.
h is operating in the
tough for Fredonia to hit and alAtlanta, Ga., arrived Saturday for
Taylor, Mrs. Glenn Owens, Mrs.
t with Service Squadlowed only four safeties.
a visit with her parents, Mr. and
C. S. Tandy and Mrs. Glover
Mrs. Reece Taylor, Highland
Lewis, Sr.
ENTERS I. C. HOSPITAL
avenue.
NEW POSMON
Mr. Robert L. Boone. Ratliff
Bernarr Maeradden, 83-yearMr. and Mrs. Argus Lane, DeTom Whittset, West MarMrs. Dana Wood, West Main
troit, Mich., are visiting her old physical culturist, points a street, is under observation at
Hall
Jean
has accepted the posiPretty Beverly
spent several days last
father, Mr. Van Skipworth, and finger as he talks to reporters the I. C. Hospital at Paducah this
of Mr. and street,
relatives a n d
receptionist and nurse at (above), 18, daughter Wilming- week visiting
after 2,000-foot parachute jump week.
other relatives and friends.
Susan
twins
Year-old
ATTENTION:
TOOTHACHE DEMANDS
Mrs. David W. Hall of
Hopkinsville.
Gordon's office.
into the Hudson River north of
at
friends
cutbeen
have
Jr.,
Gildea,
marWalter
(foreground) and her brother,
Mr. and Mrs. R. Oscar Cantrell,
ton, Ill., near Joliet, will be
Miss Sue Giannini, Louisville, New York. "I feel like a million",
week. And every night Papa and Mama
and Mrs. Henry Butler and ried &pt. 9 to Pvt. Hubert Reeves,
as they dragged Eddyville road, spent last week
Jr., of Frank- ting more teeth for the past
told
rescuers
he
Adams,
and
Mr.
parents,
her
Henry
visiting
is
floors
the
walking
amtwins and
r, Pam, of Tuscaloosa, Joliet, 19-year-old quadruple
grandparents, Gildea have been shouldering the
Franklin him from the river. MacFadden vacationing at New Orleans, LouMiss fort, is visiting his
One night recently they decided they Mrs. F. P. Giannini,
•
Ptorned home this week If- putee of the Korean War.
Euen Farmer, for hours at Philadelphia.
landed in the river only 20 feet isiana.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
street.
and
exhausted
through
would spoil the twins no longer—besides they were
' in the home of Mr. Hall met Pvt. Reeves
off the New Jersey shore, narFranklin street.
a. m.
2
At
m.
p.
11
at
in
crying
was
started
he
twins
while
So—the
sleep.
needed
Mr. and Mrs. John Couch, ArGeorge Stevens, North letters she wrote
MT and Mrs. Gene Barrett and rowly missing the rocky PalineighPhoenixville, Pa.
were still going strong. Papa and Mama slept but the
a hospital at
and Mr. William Nichols sades area. Stunt celebrated his lington, Virginia, visited Mrs. Rd
Mr and Mrs. N. L. Beck and they
family
and
Mr.
on
called
cops
when
The
cops.
frozen
the
called
Reeves' limbs were
arid Susan, of hors didn't. They
teeth- I art vacationing at Flint, Michi- 83rd birthday which was on Aug. MeLin and other relatives and
Chinese Reds daughters, Judy
Gildea. Papa and Mama went back to walking the
friends last "week
he. was captured by
16. (AP Wirephoto)
Homewood, Ill., are visiting rel- Mrs.
gan.
(AP
winter.
cutting twins. (AP Wirephoto)
and left for dead last
atives in Princeton.
Photo)

-:ed Aetna
to build a concrete block
g to be used as a service
on a portion of the old
•-'rack lot. Specifications
the company said the buildsill be fire-proof and will
street
al feet on the Market
and 28 feet on Harrison

County Road Fund
Enriched $11,318
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1951
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Kentucky Folklore

Every time I go by
gave it in our little oneshop, I am aware that each gen- time we
room school at Fidelity. Endless
wise
of
sort
some
needs
eration
properly directed,
judgment to guide it in buying parsing,getif somewhere, but the
might
very
seemed
and keeping. What
seldom functioncommonplace a generation ago kind at Fidelity
speech. At the
daily
our
in
ed
of
now brings high prices; some
in that
studying
were
we
time
the expensive fads of that time
school, however, none of
are worthless now, even cheap little old
us, including the teacher, could
In money and value.
the wheat from the
separate
It would have taken a very unstudied, in about the
we
chaff;
usual person fifty years. ago to same length of time, the most
the furniture and

Is There A Break?

•

'4

40V

half-cup of cold strong
coffee'
arid a
of cinnamon. To make
this a
a
septa
of
cream
ice
vanilla
a
to
added
cream
delicious
and sha
until
again
well
spinach soup.
blended.
For an economical party dish Add finely diced celery
add diced • cooked chicken and sweet pickles along with may,
cooked or canned- peas to thin naise when you are
making
spaghetti that's been mixed with mon salad;
with
a cream sauce. Serve with Par- cooked eggs garnish
and serve 011
cheese.

mesan
tuce.
Canned pears make a festive When you buy a t
soft
with
served
when
dessert
make sure that the
custard sauce and garnished with large enough that you heaths
can
maraschino cherries.
it easily. The outside surfer.'
For a different luncheon dish teakettle should be smooth
serve creamed peas and mush- easy to clean, sirue it is like'
rooms on top of toast spread with to get spattered often as it
on the range.
deviled ham.

know which of
useful and the most faddish. I
ornaments of the front room
could parse just about every word
ranking's
a
worth
be
now
would
In Harvey's Grammar but could
som, which would be beneath correct my own usage only a
the
of
some
contempt. Of course,
small part of the time Somebody
value set on antiques is purely ought to have known enough
sentimental, some of it as much then to tell us. The funny thing
YEW
a fad as some of the older furni- Is that no two people seem to be, P.
ture used to be; but underneath lieve the same thing about some
so
all this superficial aspect of an- of those subjects yet. We are
tique-loving are some very basic rapidly getting away from Ray's
.t• ••••.:
facts.
Third-part Arithmetic. I doubt
Some of the older furniture was whether many college graduates
hideous, by almost any standard could solve John Jones's Estate.
YOU'LL
of measurement. But such ugly
It does not require a wiseacre
IF
stuff was often mixed in with to see that good and bad morals
have
I
price.
what is now beyond
are often as hopelessly scrambled
YOU ARS CARELESS
wondered whether there would as the good and bad features of
'SKR•44
ABOUT HAND SIGNALS
come a time when the horrible our schools or our furniture.
iron .beds that rooted out the Many a devoted person has spent
•••••
Wonoln. Kan., KntWoo
very beds that are now so high- uncountable hours ironing out
priced in furniture stores will some of his faults and then foragain be the rage, when every gotten that he has to live with
41/ KOH. o
respectable home will have to be people, to pay his taxes, to make
monstrosithese
furnished with
a living, to be a citizen. Some of
ties.
persecutions cd the world
!the
But I am not an antique dealbeen concerned with ideas
have
er; my business is education. And that would today provoke a yawn
(By Jane Eads)
foolish fads that
Washington — American GIs the number of
rather than a fiery attack. What
and gone since my
"That's the way to stretch a single into a
who marry Japanese girls want have come
has often seemed just as perma1,
July
teacher,
a
as
their brides to know how to cook first day
the Ten Commandments
as
nent
make a museum of
ham and eggs, fix their own hair 1907, would
has gone, leaving hardly a trace
older I get as a
and dress like the girls back horrors. The
of the fervor it once caused; some
a
in
I believe
home, keep a budget and get teacher, the more
lives on, as fresh as the lattruth
Hopkinsville Street
very few things, regardless of est fads.
DIAL 2063
Paris, France—Have you ever along with their in-laws.
learned and
and
teaching order, but it's how they can be
big
A
When you get what you want in your struggle for self,
often
so
that
is
it
why
child learn to
and look wondered
being done by the corps of non- taught. Can the
the world makes you king for a day, just go to the mirror
isn't your the people of other nations are Japanese women Red Cross vol- read, enough to enjoy reading;
at yourself, and see what that man has to say. For it
pass; the inclined to "look down their nos- unteers in Japan, headed by Mrs. and then does he read? Can he
father or mother or wife whose judgment upon you must
yes; but can
staring es" at Americans?
one
the
is
life
your
in
most
Frank 0. Blake of Phoenix, Ariz. commit to memory,
counts
verdict
fellow whose
he has thus learned,
what
use
he
colonel,
Army
former
a
of
forWife
so
We consider ourselves
back from the glass.
is his memory merely a show
Some people may think you a straight-shooting chum, and call tunate that generally, we do not she is now a civilian worker sta- or
piece?
only
are
you
says
glass
tioned in Tokyo.
you a wonderful guy, but the man in the
k
believe such could happen. But
Can he use what he knows to
"It's a new phase of our staff
a bum if you can't look him straight in the eye. He's the fellow
commore
or
,
reason.
simple
good
for
out
reason
does—and
it
the
to
clear
aides' program, started recently
to please—never mind all the rest—for he's with you
,
,1
The "Missus" and I got a lesson at the specific request of the plex things, or is he still as much
end and you've passed the most dangerous difficult test if the man
his
in the whys and wherefores re- service men," Mrs. Blake told me a victim of a spell-binder as
in the glass is your friend.
less literate ancestors? Though
years,
of
invitside-street
pathway
"We
little
cozy
the
a
here.
in
visit
down
cently
recent
world
a
on
whole
the
fool
may
You
may
reading of many books
and get pats on the back as you pass, but your final reward will be restaurant, and it truly was a ed the brides to join the classes, the
iss
be a sign of a well-educated pershame that it had to occur in such and 300 joined."
heartaches and tears, if you've cheated the man in the glass.
--(Anagram) a nice place—one of the very
One volunteer opened her home son, the mere multiplicity of one's
best in Paris—quiet and inexpen- for classes where the girls might reading may mean nothing except
IC
sive—but with perfect service and learn first-hand what housekeep- an in a b iii t y to concentrate.
jtJ
fads
of
thousands
fine food.
ing American-style is like. An- Think of the
devised to make
It was quiet, that is, except for other schoolroom has been set up that people have
ST
,
f11
t II( t I
M
child happy in school, to furThe youth of the land will soon be getting back to school to the raucous voice of an overstuf- in the Red Cross headquarters at the
protect
to
t,
entertainmen
woo
him
nish
the
of
books
fed American female who drown- Yokohama.
pursue the elusive facts that have been hidden in the
.
-Yr
7ai,vaa_a
against ever having a serSERVE,
1
accumulated knowledge of the ages. Some go gladly with a keen ed out all other conversations in 'They're getting an orientation him
thought.
ious
as
appetite for more learning, while others drag their feet and have the room. This unpleasant indi- to American family relations,
up
comes
or
outing?
question
a
picnic
the
But
Planning
little enthusiasm in the quest for knowledge, for they have lost their vidual was waxing loud and clear well as the mechanics of running
he read, and does he
curiosity early in life. Curiosity may have killed the cat; but, for about all the intimate affairs of a home," Mrs. Blake said. "We again: "Can
Expecting guests? Get a case of Coca-Cola.
along the
human beings it is the key to the main door of knowledge, and many people whose names are teach them to know what is ex- read?" Somewhere
things that
valuable
are
there
line
citizen.
American
to
early
an
of
begins
of
child
pected
healthy
A
details
small
little.
all—the
us
learn
it
we
without
familiar to
Be prepared for the holidays.
teach, even
pry into everything in sight in order to discover what manner of their marriages and divorces — The GIs are very appreciative.' schools can and do
poorly
most
and
remote
most
the
difficulties,
language
press
push-buttons,
Despite
their amount of wealth, etc.
thing it is. He likes to turn knobs, pull handles,
equipped. Why, at Fidelity we
um. cart,. 25
remove lids and generally stir things up in order to find out what
Her two companions were an she says the girls are all very
and
is going on; and he has an excited curiosity about everything that elderly American and a not- eager to learn American ways, learned to read, some of us,
then read as widely as we could
moves.
001111.0 UNCAP AUTHORITY OF rat COCA-COLA COALPAHr ay
quite-so-elderly French woman. especially how to wear American
find books. We learned to figure
24 sett. Case Sl"
Older people, thinking only of the confusion he is causing, At one point, the other Ameri- clothes.
LLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
HOPKINSVI
P.
make every effort to destroy his curiosity instead of satisfying it can cautioned this boisterous per"It's amazing how they try to enough to find algebra and other
COMPANY
COCA
COCA
Olt
0
1931,
trod.
mark.
o
is
regislor•nd
.Colts1"
and they put a taboo on so many of his activities that, unless he is son that someone might be lis- put on American clothes—the higher forms of mathematics—
particularly aggressive, he will lose that precious attribute of excit- tening. But with a scornful look amazing lot of underwear they higher from the point of view of
ed curiosity. As children grow older their curiosity takes on a more around, she cried: "Oh, don't wor- don. They all want to do away Fidelity, that is—not too diffiordered form and we would do well if we would make every effort ry, none of these people under- with the kimona. They want to cult. We learned enough about
find
to keep it excited. After they get in school we make the mistake stand English."
learn how to make up their faces geography that we could
places on the map and could recof having them think that their assigned duties are a task instead of
My best guess is that she was and how to fix hair-dos our way
ognize them when we actually
an adventure into the field of knowledge. It is true, of course, fooled by Mrs. Oberlin's hat—a too."
that there is no royal road to learning, but much of the drudgery beret— and by her brown eyes
Classes are condocaed in Eng- saw them. Of course, we learned
can be taken out of study by giving the child a thirst for know- which probably looked more like lish with the help rq aa inter- a lot of stuff that did us no esharm but cluttered up our
ledge to satisfy a consuming curiosity.
this woman's conception of a preter. Mrs. Blake says the girls pecial
We make the mistake of getting our children to think that French girl than any of the other are learn'np, fast and that more minds. Casting out the nines is
a pretty mathematical game, but
study is all work and no play; but, it is a fact that learning can be French girls around.
are continually joining-up.
•
made fun. We have been in homes, where there were children of
Born in Berkeley, Calif., mothAnd, this loud person kept
school age, and the whole family was making a game of learning right on with her slanderous out- er of a son, Allerton, 25, an Army she did Red Cross volunteer work
thing. Some one would make a doubtful statement or ask a perti- bursts. I haven't seen many like vete:an studying architecture at in the typhoon of '49. She has
nent question and all present would be searching the house for her in Paris all summer long.
the University of California, Mrs. been back in Tokyo since last
. information on the subject. Parents can keep the curiosity of their
But there is another side to the Blake is an authority on western year.
children excited by just having a lot of information on various sub- story, an explanation of why that and eastern art and psychology, There are now 3,000 volunteers
jects around where it can be seen; and, they can assist their chil- "down-the-nose-look" is . giving American Indian and oriental cul- under her direction, in branches
in Japan, Okinawa and the Phildren to maintain their curiosity, if they, themselves, still get ex- way most everywhere in Paris to tural history and arts.
cited over the quest for knowledge.
She has been associated with ippines. In Japan the women
a more tolerant and understandAfter all, while you 'were in school, you only got a smattering ing attitude.
Red Cross projects since 1925 and help run the UN blood center,
for Korean refuof the things that there are to learn; and, if you wish to be an inA perfect example is a member served through the Pearl Harboi• collect clothing
teresting person you will continue to make an effort to find! out of General Eisenhower's staff— debteele. In June, 1945, she joined gees and sew layettes for new
what makes things tick. And, if you have children in school you Warrant Officer Woodrow Clark her husband in Tokyo, and was born infants in that war-torn
o
'K'Pr*
can ill afford to lose your curiosity and the habit of learning, for by name. .
with him later on Okinawa where country.
they need your example in a sesrch for the truth.
W/O Clark is quiet and unas—(The Hopkinsville New Era) suming, very Pleasant company,
polite without being obtrusive—
a reatgentleman. And,the French
people who are our mutual acquaintances are strong in their
GASOLINE & DIESEL TRUCKS
Hack in 1910 the government started keeping figures on Amer- praise. Clark is as good an amica's farm population. On the latest farm census, it has just been bassador of goodwill as we could
IN
10 20 TONS
announced, the farm population reached its lowest point, 24,335,000 have.
Y
HISTOR
There are others, of course, orpersons, since the count started.
KENTUCKY
utetto
The 24,335,000 estimate for April, 1950, announced by the Cen- dinary hard-working Americans
sus bureau last week, showed the farm population has dropped who are helping break down the
slightly below the 24,342,000 previous low posted in April, 1945, illusion that all Americans are
when World War H was coming to a close. There was a temporary rich and most are unpleasant.
With some of our best military
upsurge after that, pushing the farm population as'high as 26,147,• New Events'
000 in 1947. This was attributable mainly to veterans returning to men working with Eisenhower,
• New Departments!
with the rather extensive DCA
the farm, the bureau said.
• More Exhibits than Ever Before!
The figure for last year was nearly 5 million below the 29,- organization and the numbers of
•.Two Days Longer than Ever Before!
the
Americans
connected
with
047,000 count of 1940, the last previous census year.
unsurpassed
various UN organizations in Par.1-1111S shining emblem "GMC" is the
SPRTACULAI ATTRACTIONS
Since 1918, farm population has been dwindling.
2-tonner with horsepower
two-cycle
AND EDUCATIONAL FEATURES
This is in line with the mechanical revolution that has made is, the French are seeing Amerifabulous
of
1
the
growing
sign
fastest
sparkling
in
the
its
or
class,
TOR THE WHOLE FAMILY TO ISM
outperformit possible for one farmer to do the work that used to require ten cans in the right light and beginline of trucks in the land — with sales
Diesel which is outselling,
LUCKY LOWS THRIIL SHOW
men. The farmers and their families left on the farms have just ning to understand us a bit betgrowth untnatched this year by any other
SlonN In Spoodino Automobiles
ing every other make —a G.VC
Er,.
end
that much more to spend, now that the surplus farm population has ter.
Mot.
tun.
end
IIH1 SOT.
manufacturer. The reasons for this are
It is simply too bad that there
more "go" to the load!
gone elsewhere. Those left on the farms live better, spend more
VARIETY ICI SHOW
sound ones.
F1r0 In Korniocky own THH/onood on
—(The Shelby News) still are some addle-brained ones
and produce more.
in
fink.
doling
on oponDlr
left to embarrass the rest of us
And in the cabs—drivers who work
test 3 Aeon at Fair
in
the
For
a
of
chassis
you
find
GMC
and create new doubts in the
Coond•Tond
look
the
of
Front
All. ond In.. In
comfort and safety. They have
"long-time, stay-with" stamina— truckict
minds of Frenchmen who are
This year th• Jefferson County Recreaof
men who know their truck will
coming around to the idea that
et
building that dares comparison with
tion board sponsors the "Fountain
the job done quicker and better.
Tooth- atop Otto Fairgrounds Admit,anything on the road today.
While our national officials have admitted that a Communist we're really a pretty good sort,
Istrall•n building. VIslt this Youth
after all.
4
the
this
not
country,
rein
has
threat
been
exists
actually
threat
Center and Iowa how you may help
You'll feel the same way when you WY
Under the GMC hood you find real
•
sist up and •••rerte your •wn «runty
moved. In fact, some hold that Communism is a greater threat to
ommit
board.
a
kind
of
power—the
r•cr•olion
truck-built
GMC yourself. Come in— c
has
it
than
ever
power
it
now
been
before.
If you make coffee in a percothis nation right
tho
way
the
is
destroyed or imprisoned, two or lator it's a good idea to experitakes to keep goods moving year after
Like hornets, when one
the facts, the features,
more take his place. T hey hire hard-pressed, shallow-minded snent to determine theexact
year. Whether it's a nimble
to
haul. Listen to the savings talk.
Americans to perform treasonable deeds against their country with "perking time" needed to give
the promise of large fees, then dismiss or liquidate them before mak- the brew you like, and then use
•
this same time for perking after
ing the promised payments.
The claim has been made that Russia could not afford to em- that. Perking time will often vary
Dial 3163
Princeton, Ky
ploy the neneber of -underlings it is said they have in this country. with different brands of coffee,
The reader should not mislead himself—Russia never pays a debt so if you change your brand make
KY.
LOUISVILLE,
•
do honor on a used /nick with your GMC depolor
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„ —(Fairfield Iowa Ledger) your experiment again. ,
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A teaspoon of grated

added to a cup of sugar tablespoon of sugar,
nent rind
The Perma
makes a good glace for a ham.
Fads And
the Finilly chopped scallions are Frosted, add a small
an antique I wonder whether it is worth
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fact that on the recent Chinese
Attentioa has been called to the
adopted and used in the celebration,
Army Day, certain slogans were
the
of Stalin appear. It is regarded as
but nowhere did the name
Russia and Communist China, and it
Soviet
between
rift
a
sign of
Yugoslays
same neglect on the part of the
is pointed out that this
friction which has been so evithe
of
cause
the
was
Stalin
to honor
the motherland of communism.
dent between that country and
be given to the incident in China
should
weight
Just how much
is said and there is some eviit
but
assessed,
cannot be accurately
considers himself the
Tse-tung
Mao
that
dence to support the view
to Communist principles even
equal of Stalin, and in his devotion
Moreover, he regards China as an
superior to the Russian dictator.
a vassal. She is to really of the Soviet Union, but by no means
autonomy.
main independent, exercising complete
home consumption.
Perhaps a good deal of this is wholly for
can be ignorant of
leader
Chinese
No
bombast.
pure
is
Much of it
comparison with
by
Union,
Soviet
the
of
might
the overpowering
any doubt,
without
subjugated
and
overrun
China, which could be
though it might at first be a bloody conflict.
as much comAnyhow. China, under her present leaders, is
and one of her objecmitted to Communist principles as is Russia,
of communism. This
tives is the conquest of the world on behalf
is a strong tie not easily broken.
Yugoslavia, for
Moreover China could hardly become a new
of free nations, and
congeries
the
by
west
the
on
joined
is
latter
the
economic and milihas the help which she needs from them, both
friend, and with
tary. China, in the Orient, stands alone without a
no source of strength beyond her own borders.
existNo one need put any stress upon the apparent coolness
too much,
ing between Peiping and Moscow. They need each other
they
and while there is no honor among thieves, nevertheless often
Herald)
are forced for mutual safety to co-operate. —(The Lexington
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Joe: Boitnott, Lowell Cook, Lew.
Boltnott, Lena Cook, Eleanor and
is Felker, G. C. Crenshaw, Roy Ardeana Crenshaw,
Memakers
Ella Mae and
Massey, Clyde Coleman, C. A. Dorothy Massey, Bonnie r nd
Stevens, Lawson Felker, Edward Marlene Lowery, Sandra Colein, Homemakers held their Blackburn, R. H. Roberts, W. T. man, Barbara Felker, and Mabel
.,cnic at the Quinn school Sigler, Jesse Mons., James N. Roberts.
(By Jack Stevenson)
,tagust 10, it Ls an- Wyatt and Donald Roberts,
Mr. Charles and Ronnie Howand
Mr. Roy Tayloe.
ton, Herschel and Melvin Cook, Tempe, Ariz. - Deadly Gila
Misses Luretta Traylor, Joyce Lewis C. and Billy Felker, David monsters and scorpions are bewere Mr. and
ing put to work in medical re. Traylor, Roy Howton, and Emma Howton, Helen Grace and Edward Crenshaw, Junior
Massey and Carl Stevens, Lewis search at Arizona State College
Blackburn, Wendell Roberts, here.
1
4,
In charge is Dr. Herbert L.
James Howton, Jimmie UtterLET THE
back, Shirley Morse, Glenn Rob- Stahnke, director of the poisonous
animal research laboratory. Dr.
erts and Frank Riley.
Stahnke also gives a special
of your Telephone Directory Help
course for upper clansmen on
Dawson Road
"Poisonous Animals of Arizona."
«,4efe you Need PRODUCTS-PRICES
The Dawson Road Homemakers
As one of the current projects,
Club had its annual picnic ThursSERVICES-ESTIMATES
Dr. Stahnke and his research asday, August 16, at 6:30 at Kuttasistants are determining the efwa Springs.
fect of venoms on cancerous tisThose attending were Mr. and sue as part of the Damon RunMrs. Ted Gray and Paul Ed, Mr. yan campaign against cancer.
and Mrs. Jeff Glass, Mr. and Mrs. l'We're testing the
scorpioaa,
Lemah Hopper and Dickie, Mr. Gila monsters, 14 kinds of rat:
and Mrs. Dennis( Marvel and tlesnakes, coral snakes, black
Denny, Gerald and Beverly, Mr. widow spiders, tarantulas, centiand Mrs. Jack Nichols and Gor- pedes and other poisonous
anidon, Mr. and Mrs. Don Granstaff mals from foreign countries," Dr.
and Larry Joe, and Mr. and Mrs. Stahnke explains.
Bill Hogan.
All the work remains in the
Others included Mr. and Mrs. experimental stage and it will be
Fred Nichols and Donald, Wayne some time before the results are
and John Owen, Mr. and Mrs. known.
-George Stephens and granddaughExperiments here have indicatter, Suzanne Mitchell, Mr. and ed certain venoms from scorpions
Mrs. K. T. Vick, Mrs. Bill Pal- are beneficial in the therapeutic
mer and Jerry, Billy and Janice, treatment of migraine headaches
Mrs. Charlie Tandy and Mary and arthritis and the laboratory
Anna, Mrs. Walter Rogers and is working on a serum to comRoger Lisanby.
bat the sting of the scorpion. A
The next meeting of the club recent survey showed that in 10
will be at the home of Mrs. Bill months there were 1,573 scorpion
Palmer on September 20 at 1:30. sting cases in Arizona. They are
especially dangerous in small
4
children.
so,
Farmersville
Following an editorial camThe Farmersville Homemakers
held a work day at the home of paign by the Tucson "Daily CitiMrs. Virgil Watson on July 25. zen," a fund of 84.500 was raised
Mrs. John R. McDowell directed for the anti-scorpion serum. Then
the members as they made nine the legislature took official notice of Dr. Stahnke's laboratory
baskets.
It was announced that Farmers- and appropriated an additional
ville was the first club in the $1,500.
To make the serum, cats are
county to turn in all improved
injected with progressively greatpractices.
er amounts of scorpion venom
Those present were Mesdames
The key to victory may be courage
and then some of their blood is
R.
T.
Thompson,
John
L.
Watson,
Of big guns or stout ships. Or it may be
H. C. Russell, Dema Watson, Pat drawn. Cats, it is explained, have
lettire there fustest with the mostest!" The
Tyrie, Luke Ray, John R. McDow- a natural immunity to the stings.
mit Central has often helped Uncle Sam do that.
ell. Virgil Watson, J. D. Asher, It takes about 1,400 scorpions
Gordon Brown, and Miss Fannie to furnish enough venom to innoculate one cat. It's estimated
Once the fate of armies hung at the fingertips of
Calvert. Visitors were: Mrs. Joe
an Illinois Central man at a telegraph key. He
Vanhooser and Ellen, Mrs. Dora 10 innoculated cats will be needFought off sleep for 72 hours while he kept men
Deboe, Mrs. Richard Herron and ed to provide sufficient serum
Tony,
Jane Lee Tyrie, Gregie for use in Arizona alone.
and munitions rolling.
Taking of the venom from the
and Jeffery Watson, Miss MorAgain, when floods knocked out many rail lines,
gan, Miss Vandiver, Mrs. Lillard long slender tail of the scorpion
is an unusual process. Forceps
Watson, and Miss 011ie Asher.
an Illinois Central yard Ebert pushed through 110
which are wired with electricity
height, oil and troop trains in a single day.
hold the stinger in position. When
For Sunday night supper serve
set, a charge is sent into the
slices of cold tongue with tomaToday the Illinois Central once more is helping
scorpion tail, the muscles contoes
that
have
been
stuffed
with
the nation "get there fustest." Ever since 1945, it
tract with the shock and the
cote slaw. Add a big bowl of
has been preparing for the job by improving its
venom is ejected into a jar. The
potato chips, iced tea or coffee,
same process gets venom from
roadbed, its tracks, its train contra/ sysin% its
and a fruit dessert.
the lower jw of the Gila (wramotive power, its rolling stock.
nounced Hoe'la) monster.
Gila monsters have a venom
In the past five years the Illinois Central 'nu
which Dr. Stahnke describes as
spent 110 million dollars on such improvements.
10 times more deadly than the
For only by planning ahead can the Illinois Cenmost deadly rattlesnake venom.
tral best serve the people of Mid-America in
Fatalities from a bite by a lizlane of peace and time of emergency.
ard are rare, however.
Dr. Stahnke, who received his
Bachelor of Science degree from
W. A. JOHNSTON
the University of Chicago and
his Masters from the University
President
Got the cook
of Arizona, turned to the study
yew wsnt with
of poisonous animals in 1935.
en Avila Loon.
"We had a three-year-old
No &kitty and
coeverderit
daughter and we were alarmed at
repayment terms.
the possibility of her being stung
It fINANC.
by scorpions. In questioning docI N G te ast car
tors I found they knew very litpayments can be
erreeped
tle about the scorpion stings and
by
eirealeg.es Warr
people here knew little or nothing about the various types."
18 MONTHS TO REPAY
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In Arizona Study
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CATSUP
14-0z. Bottle

Many people like to use a good
paste wax for all surfaces such as
table and chest tops that get a
good deal of use
_

O.

0 Garnett's

17c

NEW PACK

TOMATOES,Iona, 2 No. 2 cans

29c

NEW PACK, WHITE OR GOLDEN, CREAM STYLE

CORN, Iona, 2 No. 303 cans

25c

ARMOURS TREET, 12-oz. can

49c

TOMATO PUREE, Iona, No. 1 can .

10c

PLUS ROT. DEP.

BEVERAGES, Yukon Club, 3 24-oz. bats. 29c
VANILLA WAFERS, Roberts, 14-oz. pkg. 25c
5 VARIETIES

COOKIES, Burrys Valu-Pak, pkg. . . . 10c
IONA EARLY JUNE

2 No. 303 Cans-
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- 25c
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APPLE SAUCE, Sterling, No. 2 can . .. . 12c
WHOLE SWEET

PICKLES, Party Pak, qt. jar

39c

PERFECT STRIKE

CHUM SALMON, 1-lb. can

48c

NEW PACK

FASHION ACANMY
°of AWARD WINNERS

As,
S

TOMATOES, Iona, No. 1 can

10c

IONA PEAS, new Pack, No. / can . . .
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outperforar
,
a GMC

10c

APPLE BUTTER, 9-oz jar
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Co.
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,;... Brakes that automatically
Big visibility one-piece windshield
Variable ratio "extra-leverage" steering..
adiust themselves
"block light"
Tight-gripping rotary door latches ... Soft-glow
Automatic choke ... Automatic spark
instrument panel dials
pistons ... Big capacity trunk
and heat controls ..."Herat-dam"
-streamed styling-no bulg.
„ New iongerlattoolbase ::Flight
...
hg choice of body colon,
upholstery
Rich
leg excess bulk...

Robinson Implement & Motor Co.
Phone 2053

Princeton, Ky.

L13.591`t

10c

Butt. Portion
lb. 69c

18c

MARSHMALLOWS, 10-oz. bag

FRYERS,full dressed and tray packed,lb. 59c
IONA
PORK & BEANS
16 Oz. Can

10c

SLICED BACON, Corn King, lb.

4.9c

SMOKED PICNICS, lb.

47c

WIENERS, Skinless, 1-1b. pkg
5 LB. BOX 82.38

59c

SHRIMP, fresh frozen, med size, lb. .. 49c
SALAD DRESSING, Rajah, qt. jar . . . . 45c
1
2 lb. pkg.
OUR OWN TEA,/

48c

/
2 oz. jar
STUFFED OLIVES, Suit. 41

33c

I

BOLOGNA, PICKLE & PIM., LIVER CHEESE
MACARONI & CHEESE

LUNCH MEAT, lb.

59c

(1-LB. BAG 77e)
BIG 8 INCH JANE PARKER

8 O'CLOCK COFFEE, 3 lb. bag . . . . $2.25

ANGEL FOOD RING,ea

SCRE GOOD COLORED

OLEOMARGARINE, 1-lb. dn.
JOAN OF ARC
RED KIDNEY BEANS

49c

JANE PARKER

25c

POTATO CHIPS, 1-lb. box

63c

PKG. OF 8

VAN CAMPS
PORK & BEANS

SANDWICH BUNS or HOT DOG ROLLS 18c
18c

14c No 2 can

No. 2 can

LOAF CAKE, Vanilla Iced, ea.

25c

CALtFORNIA MALAGA
BEECHNUT BABY FOOD

LIBBYS

STRAINED

10c

Jar
CHOPPED

15c

1
2 OZ. jar
7/

46c

16-oz. can

29c

46-oz. can

1-1b. can

29c1

BARTLETT PEARS, 2 lbs.

35c

LEMONS, California 432 size, doz.

39c

ELBERTA PEACHES, 3 lbs.

29c

35e

6 OZ. PKG.

CASHEW, Regal° Nut Meats,

IONA

HARD WATER

36c 2 bars

1Tomato Juice,46 oz.can
RRACHIS

101
/
2 oz. elan .

16-oz. can
ARMOURS
DEVILED HAM

2 bars

29c

ANN PAGE

LUX
FLAKES

STRAWBERRY PRESERVES, 12-oz. jar.

33c

PEANUT BUTTER, Sult., 1-lb. jar

39c

SUNNYFIELD PLAIN

FLOUR, 25 lb. bag
29c
12c

Lg. pkg
41c Reg. pkg.

CASHMERE BOUQUET
TOILET SOAP
19c Bath size, bar

CANDY

CIRCUS PEANUTS, 14-oz. bag

. 25c Reg size, 2 bars .. 17c

ARMOURS
CORNED BEEF HASH

27c1

17c

PALMOLIVE
TOILET SOAP

ARMOURS
TAMALES

29c

PEANUTS, Big Top vac. pack, 7-oz. can 25c

KIRKS
CASTILE SOAP

ARMOURS
CHILI CON CARNE
16-oz. can

GRAPES, 2 Lbs.

TOMATO JUICE

CRISCO
SHORTENING
99c
3 lb. can

ARMOURS
BEEF STEW

LUX SOAP
Bath Size

.. . 13c

SUPER SUDS
Lg. pkg
25c Giant pkg.

29c
73c

$1 1.635c

ANN PAGE PREPARED

SPAGHETTI, 151
/
2 oz. can
Take the Labor out of Labor Day -- Serve

THRIFTY FROZEN FOODS
SNOW-CROP

ORANGE JUICE, 4-oz. con

10c

LEMONADE, Tree Sweet, 26-oz. cans

29c

WINTER.

CARDEN

BABY

LIMA BEANS, 12-oz. pkg.

29c

ANICRWAN
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W STUDEBAKER CHAMPION

HAMS

CUSTOMER
RELATIONS DEPT.
A&P Food Stores
420 ,Lexhsgtow Ave.
New York 17, N. Y.

FARM BRAND

3 1 1 oz. can

•

Smoked Skinned

Please write:

has the
(i

Whether you take off or
stay put this week end,
you'll find cooked or
smoked ham from AP a
real wife-saver. ladoon or
out, hot or cold .... it
tastes delicious. Gives you
Iota for your mousy, tool
(No center slices are re.
moved from half-hams.)
And just Dee Akre thrifty
prices!

Customers' Corner

PEAS

PREMATURE BIRTH
HAZARDOUS
New York - (AP) - A newborn, premature infant is nearly
6,000 times as susceptible to
death as a school child, says Dr.
L. Emmett Holt, Jr., of New York
University - Bellevue Medical
Center.
If they can be pulled through,
"fully 90 per cent are as healthy
as one could ask." Famous premature babies include Isaac Newton, Voltaire, Charles Darwin,
Victor Hugo, Napoleon, and Winston Churchill.

Enjoy Labor Day at Nom or
Away with Those A&P Buys
for the Long Holiday!...

NEW PACK SCOTT COUNTY

• VEL
DETERGENT

LIFEBUOY
HEATHER Ring
Al,o $100 to'2473 ond
platinufn $300 to 3450,
V
Wedding Ring 1230

Rings of exqmisiie design and brilliant psis.
ion styling

GARNETT JEWELERS
i Neat Door To Priscear Theatre
Hopkinsville, Ky.

TOILET SOAP
Reg. size, 2 bars . . 17c Lg. pkg
Giant pkg.

29c
73c

SWEETHEART
BLU WHITE
SOAP
FLAKES
Reg. size bar

9c, pkg.

9c

CHED-O-BIT CHEESE FOOD, 2-lb. loaf 89a
a
CHEDDAR, Mild Cheese, lb.
53c
SWISS CHEESE, Domestic, lb.
69c
STORE HOURS
M.-Tu.-W.-F.
11:041-5:50
TbursdaT
840-12:00
Saturday
8:00-11:011

CLOSED MONDAY, SEPT. 3

Thursda , Au ust
30, 19
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Fredonia News
Mrs. E C. Harwood, Camp
Breckenridge Homes, MorganILoold, arrived Saturday for a
Week'a visit With her mother,
Mrs. T. L. Grubbs.
Mr. a n d MTS. Freddie Zuertnuehlen and children of Illinois,
spent Friday with his mother,
Mrs. Margaret Zuermuehlen, and
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Yates.

Mrs. Madge Riley has returned
home after a visit with relatives
in Detroit.
The Ladies Aid of the Cumberland Presbyterian church met
with Mrs. Ray Wigginton and
Mrs. Hervey Thompson Tuesday
night at the home of Mrs. Wigginton.
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Whitt and

How To Get Positive Quick Relief
From Stomach Trouble With The NEW
HARVEY STOMACH TREATMENT
It is made up of four different medicines. One of the
main ingredients is belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful medicine to relieve ulcer
pain, and that acid, gassy, belchy, nervous and lack of pep
feeling. Compare its price with other stomach preparations.
Many testimonials come into our office telling of the
blessed relief that users have obtained. They have also
found Harvey Tablets have relieved Gall Bladder Troltdo.
Start this treatment today. Sold only at—

age
tits
ks
OL Son
lecke c
m Lod

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 2875

MASONIC MEETING
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will
hold a special meeting 7:30
Friday evening, August 31st, to
confer the Degree of Master
Mason. Brethren take notice
and attend. LUNCH.
R. M. Oliver, Master.

WOOD DRUG STORE
d
iren,
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h Doc
ing.
ay Bia
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G. W. Towery, Secretary.
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Tbe eve vane of your telephone is b.c
valor of voices you love, brought right into your
bons It's the value of 'Seps saved, errands von

An toid,
day.s work for a modest day's pay. The price of

questions answered, peace of mind reunited.
Ii an amazing

your telephone service is still remarkably low as compared with
the prices of most other things you buy. And telephone folks are bun

log
ox 25
perso
feels
the a
bad.
says
t V.

all the time expanding and improving the service further—
snaking it still more useful sod valuable for everyone.
Southern

zuw

'I,
Mt. Vernon, Ill., spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Melton and family.
Mrs. Harold Cadek left Saturday for her home in Chattanooga
after spending last week with her
Farmers attending the meetmother, Mrs. Grace Loyd.
ings at the Experiment Station
Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Dilworth,
of the University of Kentucky at
Mrs. Hal Hazelitt, Lancaster, and
Lexington last week were told
Miss Imogene Wigginton were
some of the results of the todinner stints of Mr. and Mrs. W.
bacco fertility and cultural tests.
M. Young Sunday.
One rotation test In which the
Mr. and Mrs. Gum Traylor and
land was in tdbacco one year and
children, Ada, Ann, John and
grass or legume two years
Toby, Lincoln Park, Mich., spent in a
indicated any one of a dozen
the weekend with Miss Mary Elgrasses or legumes could be used
len Boaz and Dave Boaz, and
with about equal results.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Perkins. They
A three-year rotation of tobacreturned home Tuesday.
MTS. Steve Jones, Mrs. Rufus co and two years of alfalfa indiAtkins and daughter, Margaret cated the need of these crops for
Ruth, all of Murray, spent sever- potash. Adding $22 worth of potal days last week with Mrs. Nellie ash an acre boosted the yield of
Harmon, Mr. and Mrs. Russell tobacco from 1,380 pounds to 1,764
Meltoh and Mr. and Mrs. Euclid pounds an acre, and hay from
two cuttings from 1,960 pounds
Quertermous.
MT. and Mrs. C. T. Henson spent to 6,200 pounds an acre.
The slightly greater acre yield
the weekend in Paducah at the
home of their daughter, Mrs. from closer-spaced tobacco was
George Johnson. They were call- more than offset by the greater
ed there Thursday because of the handling costs of the larger numillness of his son, Bradley, who ber of plants required from plant
underwent surgery at the River- bed to stripping room.
side Hospital for kidney stones.
Where tobacco was grown conMr. and Mrs. W. M. Young tinuously on the same land for
were in Lexington last week five years, best results were obwhere they accompanied Mr. and Ntained where vetch was used as
Mrs. Alvin Trigg and baby home a cover crop and 50 pounds of
atter their visit here during vaca- nitrogen applied an acre.
The visiting farmers saw a
tion.E. F. Ordway and Ralph Paris piece of land that has been in
were in Louisville Friday on tobacco continuously for 45 years.
business.
Only the plots that have received
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Anderson, manure since 1941 continue to
MoCleansboro, fll., spent Friday grow good tobacco. Through conwith Miss Imogene Wigginton.
tinued use and turning under of
Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Dilworth, green manure crops, most of the
Mrs. Hal Hazelitt, Mrs. Florence area has become strongly acid.
Parr and Miss Imogene WigginThe tests include growing Burton were Monday night dinner
ley tobacco on land that has been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George In bluegrass for 50 to
60 years. An
Milroy.
average yield of 1,9'76 pounds and
Mrs. Corbett Traylor of Marion, $1,038
per acre have been oband Mr. and Mrs. Brice Cotillo
tained over the past seven years.
and son of Salem, were guests in
This tobacco has constantly been
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Coy
of high quality, makes quick
Moore during the weekend.
growth and is little affected by
Rev. and Mrs. M. E. Flannigan
drouth or wet weather.
and children of Erie, Pe., visited
Miss Imogene Wigginton and Mr.
J. E. Hillyard for a short time
Tuesday. Bevi Flannigan is a
former pastor of the First PresbyCorporal George M. Powell, of
terian church.
Camp McCoy, Wis., spent the
Mrs. John F. Rice and son, weekend with his mother, Mrs.
Dick, have returned from a visit Hester Powell.
with her mother, Mrs. J. M. McMT. and Mrs. Creed Thurman
Cormick, in Jackson, Miss. Mrs. visited in Dawson Sunday.
McCormick accompanied them
Miss Eleanor Crenshaw visited
home where she will visit for a
Mrs.
Hester Powell Sunday.
short time.
Mr. and Mrs. Ramp Franklin
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Stone
have been called here by the visited Mr. and Mrs. Hennas Hopcritical illness of his father, Char- per Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Stone were
lie Stone.
Mrs. W. M. Young was in Hop- in OUT community Monday evening.
kinsville Monday.
A. W. Fuller visited his brother
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Leeper, of
in
Hopkins county Sunday.
Madisonville, and Mrs. Louie
Leeper Silvers of Springfield, covered wagon which was a four
Mo., were the recent overnight weeks' trip. During her visit here
guests of Mr. Henry Leeper. Mrs. they visited the A. C. DefBoe place
Silvers who is 80 years old, is a which was settled by their great
cousin of the Leepers and this grandfather Leeper in 1800; the
was the first time they had met. original log house and additions
Her father, Ely Leeper owned a have been torn away and a new
farm near Tilene, which he sold home built in the yard.
in 1860 and moved his family to
Lamar, Mo., going there in a
Try a Leader Classified Ad!

daughter, Patsy, Memphis, Tenn.,
spent the weekend here with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Butts.
Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Dilworth
and Mrs. Hal Hazelitl, Lanoaster,
spent the weekend as guests of
Mrs. Florence Parr and Miss
Dorothy Parr. Rev. Dilworth filled the pulpit of the First Presbyterian church Sunday morning,
where he had served as pastor
several years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Landes
were Sunday dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Landes
and baby son, in Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Melton, of
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PLATFORM OF PRINCIPLES OF THE NEW TICKET
Under The Device Of The Open Book

Drive-In Theatre

ES

FIRST SHOW BEGINS 7:15 P. M.
Friday & Saturday, Aug. 31-Sept. 1
a airask. Calf hod o. loak ion
...

CRABGRASS COMPETITOR
Washington — (AP) — "U-3"
Bermuda grass, a highly SUCCINISful turf grass selected at Savannah, Ga., 19 years ago, can compete succeestully wItn crabgrass
in lawns, according to scientists In
the LI. S. Department of Agri.
culture. "U-3", which is the name
used by scientists to identify the
grass, must have a sunny • location to thrive, but its resistance
to cold has resulted in good turf
at locations well-outside the recognized Bermuda belt. The men
who have been testing the 'grass,
expect it to have its greatest usefulness for lawns, athletic fields,
playgrounds and golf courses in
the crabgrass area.
Cottage cheese is much like
milk in food value and should be
used generously in summer meals.
Use it sometimes as a pancake
filling and serve with sour cream
or maple syrup or fruit preserves;
let it accompany fruit and vegetable salads. It also makes a good
sandwich filling when it is teamed with chopped radishes, cucumbers, and green pepper.

Dead Stock Removed
WE PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES

for: Horses, Cows and Hogs
WE OPERATE SANITARY TRUCKS WITH LEAKPROOF BEDS. PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
We Also Pick Up Small Animals Free Of Charge

NCF

--CALL--

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
PHONE 3698, PRINCETON, KY
We Pay All Phone Charges - •
We Meet All Competition
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Madam Parsons
All who visit me will be lueky

American Palmist
SPECIAL READING 50e

SNOIS PON MIN

To,01
II

Tells your past as you Ilene
know it, your present as it Is,
future as It will be. Advice on
love, courtdslp, marriage, divorce, wills, deed a speculation, hominess. Gives names,
dates and faces. I have succeeded where other readers have
failed. One visit is worth columns of sell-praise. I tell you
of any or all changes you
should or should not make.
Minutes of cousaltation with
me will save you money and
hours of worry. It's never too
late to change. I will tell you
many things you never dreamed. Consult a reader who can
and will rive sound and important advice on all affairs
of life.
OFFICE HOURS-9 A. M. to 9
P. M.—Readings daily and all
day Sunday. Private rooms
for white and colored. Located
In penman trailer half mile
from Princeton thy limits at
PIPool's Tractor & Sales Co.,
onHopkIns•I Ile highway,
Route 91.

A

Propert
$9.95
•'
•

to

$12.95
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If you want to walk in =art, roomy comfort this
handsome moccasin blucher is the shoe for you. It's
made to wear and wear everywhere and it's fully
approved for fashion by the Men's Fashion Guild of
kinstioa. Stop by and ease into a pair, today.

"Princeton's Finest Dept Store"
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ABOUT THE SENSATIONAL COAT AND SUIT
"LAY-AWAY"SALE NOW GOING ON AT THE
FEDERATED STORE
Such Well Known Brands As
"Youthcraft", "Donny Br oo k"
"Rice," "Ruth Barry" and others.

403 W. Ma

11

'MAWS Blood!
In offering ourselves to the voters of Princeton as candidates for the offices
of councilmen, we, the undersigned, think it proper and just to give expression to

kEIN
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ott
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'
,

have sessions of the city council opened with prayer just as other legislative bodies;
therefore, it will be our desire and purpose, in case of out election, to have the

ostiAN--1
,<-- -,-, tx
•
at& %ha .,.,
k

the purposes which underlie our candidacies. Among these are:
I. We are for the best interests of our town and community, and believing
in the high ideals upon which our country was established, we think_ it proper to

• .1
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Sunday & Monday, Sept. 2-3
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Tues., Wed. & Thurs., Sept. 4-5-6
rat 41/061/6°*$
•004.0'
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4. In conclusion, we favor a safe, sane and conservative administration of
the city's affairs and to this end we solicit your support and votes.

CLINTON HOBBY
DAWSIE R. FARLESS
C. L. CASTLEBERRY

CROSBY.ASTAIRE

OR
OR
.8(
sLU

CARTOON & NEWS

favor a disruption of the Fire Department where efficiency and servi‘ce now exist.

JOE JONES
R. S. MeGEHEE
I. S. TAYLOR

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS
UNHEARD OF OFFER

rill()

' MARJORIE REYNOLDS
tri....tow.b,
. VIRGIN DALE • WALTER ABEL IRVIN' BER IN

4. We believe and will endeavor, in case of our election, to appoint capable,
efficient officers in all departments of the city and especially in the Fire Department, we will take due notice of efficiency and state emphatically that we do not

For Councilmen:

Sale Lasts 10 Days Only
All Garments Go Back To
Original Price After Sale.

-"Oat

SING

Respectfully,

130.0413.

CARTOON & COMEDY

that may come before us.

THE NEW TICKET

ONE DOLLAR WILL HOLD

.

WEISSMULLER * JOYCE

2. All of us are citizens and voters of Princeton and have been for several
years, and will endeavor to promote the good of the city in every possible way. We
will welcome the advice and counsel of the citizenship upon any and every question

4%

'1,„:.•,....

0,
10111an

ministers of the Princeton churches, if they are willing, to rotate in opening the
council sessions with prayer.

3. We will make no promises that we can not carry out. We will keep close
scrutiny on the finances of the city and promise frugality and honesty in the administration of the city's affairs; the payment of the city's debts as its finances
warrant, also the making of public improvements as its finances justify.

,
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THE BOY
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MIN • SUOMI NU .., DEMI VOWEL
& COMEDY
Friday & Saturday, Sept. 7-8

JOHN WAYNE.gaitRUSSELL

ANGEL &a 114e BADMAIIII

$45.00
$39.98
$37.98
$34.98

Values
Values
Values
Values

For — — $39.77
For -- $29.77
For — —$29.77
For — —$29.77
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ing has been called by the County Mobilization Committee.
needed for good vision, clear skin,
eeting
firm muscles, red blood, stable
The basic idea is to get the
nerves, good teeth, healthy blood
thinking of the people about how
vessels, strong bone formation
our farm programs and policies
John S. Gardner, Kentucky
and good elimination.
can be improved. The DepartCollege
of
Agriculture
and
By Oliver C. Allcock
The 4-H Club livestock show
ment of Agriculture wants to
Home Economics
Visitors at the Kentucky State
(soil Conservation Service)
will be held on Saturday, Sepbase its programs on the recomcountian
interCaldwell
Fair at Louisville September 7-15 tember 8. Included will be dairy
wINTme VEGETABLE
rare
mendations of local people so the
STORMIE
16( el agriculture is invited to department
again will find the exhibits of cattle, sheep and hogs, and a
can
best
serve
famiFAMILY
REFARM
De the
Attention is now turned to the the University of Kentucky Col- show of fat steers, a new feature
ly farms and farm families.
It gives the following services
storage of "warm" crops, which lege of Agriculture and 11 o m e this year. Club members who do
S the court house Friday, Come
to
farmers:
and
express your views.
131, at 730 p. m. The meetare sweet potatoes, cushaws and Economics In the Grandstand not wish to show in the open
They will be sent to the Depart1. Gives him a capability map
squashes. It will be recalled that building.
classes then can take their aniAll
18
members
of
the
Elkhorn
ment
of Agriculture.
of his farm that shows the kind
;04CE
There will be hundreds of cans mals home. The 4-H poultry show
Homemakers Club in Scott coun- they require a dry atmosphere
of soil, amount of erosion and
ORGANIZATIONS DIFFER
ty made hooked rugs and 14 re- and a temperature not under 50 of vegetables, fruits and meats will be on Monday.
What is the difference between slope of his land.
degrees, and not much above 55 put up by members of 4-H Clubs; The 4-H Club stock-judging
By R. A. Mabry
finished furniture.
2. Helps him make a plan for
a soil conservation district and
degrees. In general, the "venti- hundreds of garments made by will begin with dairy cattle on
.County Agent
Although
fescue
seed
using
produceach
acre
inof
the
land
always
Soil Conservation Service?
for what
wearies
tion is off from a third to a half lated" storage, as suggested ear- the youngsters, and room im- Monday and be concluded on
They are two separate organ- It is best suited and treating it
Five acres of Kenland Red
• after the hysteria
Wednesday with beef cattle,
this
year, Farm Agent Allan Dav- lier for the cool crops, does very provement exhibits.
according
to its needs for proizations, but they work in coopwell, but as temperature is critiClover were harvested for seed is said it is one of the best
Booths will show some of the sheep, hogs and poultry.
a war. They may not be
cash
tection
and improvement.
eration with each other.
cal, a thermometer is definitely a work of the College of AgriculThe 4-11 Club program on Teescaught while ransacking
3. Gives him on the farm help on the M. P. Brown, Jr., farm re- crops in Russell county.
A soil conservation district is
"must", and the ventilating means ture and Home Economics and the day will feature the annual traccently. The clover yielded 21
/
2
Washington county homemak- must be
your home hut a burglary
a local subdivision of state gov- in applying soil conservation
wholly efficient.
Experiment Station. Food spec- tor-driving contest, open to all
ers are showing considerable inOct will paY You for
ernment, organized by vote of practices. Helps him build farm bushels of registered seed per
For amounts such as home gar- ialists of the home demonstration winners in county contests.
terest
in
ponds,
basket
making,
lay
'333
out
havdrainage
ditches,
acre, according to Buddy. Regthe landowners in the district.
out is stolen, damaged
ing been started and many fin- deners produce, many improvisa- staff have planned a %Ivey to tell
The leafy tops of young beets
Its purpose is to promote a pro- build terraces, sod waterways, istered seed ii used to produce
tions can be made that entail no in a flash what certain foods do
ished
or destro ed.
in July.
develop
pastures
make a delicious and economical
and
do
other soil
gram of soil and water conservafor
the
great
body.
expense,
An
electrified
yet
perform
bulhandcertified seed. Kenland is reportconservation jobs.
Barren county homemakers are somely.
tion in the district.
letin board, flashing on and off, cooked green vegetable.
4. Finds new plants for soil and ed to be a higher yielding and assisting in collecting informs,
The Soil Conservation Service
A closet alongside a chimney will show illustrations of foods
water conservation. Increases longer lived variety of Red tion for a history of the county.
is a division of the U. S. Departflue usually keeps warm enough,
them in SCS nurseries and dis- Clover.
The Owen county 4-H Club and any
ment of Agriculture. Its duty is
condensation of moisture
SERVICE
tributes them through districts to BUILDS BURLEY BARN
Council
contributed
$100
to
the
to help farmers conserve soil and
given off by the stored "sweets"
FIRE
farmers.
It
has
Kentucky
helped
Valley
distribute
•
Youth
Vernon
Camp
Burchett,
Eddy
to
Creek
Mu Maw Se
can be cleared by opening the
water. It helps farmers through
Ky 31 fescue grass, multiflora community, has constructed a be built at Perry Park.
INSURANCE
closet door a few hours.
local conservation districts.
rose, bicolor, lespedeza sericea, new burley tobacco barn with
D. D. Gilliam of Blair in Harkudzu, button clover, caley peas approximately one-third of the lan county received an average Sweet potatoes in baskets or
boxes set on blocks on the secCALL 2210
and other plants.
area of the sides hinged for good of $7.60 daily for beans sold over ond floor over
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agt
a room where a
5. Through research finds new ventilation. Tier rails in the barn a four-week period.
fire is held should keep acceptaComplete Immo once ke-vioe
and improved methods of con- are four feet apart to allow more
On the .farm of Robert Bishop
111 W. Market so.
serving soil and water.
in Rowan county, an average of bly, especially when wrapped in
space for large tobacco.
newspaper or plunged in sawdust
EQUIPMENT LEASED
200
pounds
of
beef
to
the
acre
FARM PRICE PROSPECTS
or sand for insulation. Covering
W. P. Oldham, chairman of the
The following information was were produced.
the whole with a tarpaulin or
local board of district supervis- prepared
A
large
number
of
Marshall
by the Department of
carpet helps, too.
ors, received word this week from Markets
county
farmers
clipped
pastures
and Rural Finance, ColA cellar room where there is
Harry C. Brown, Division of Soil lege of Agriculture,
for weed control for the first
University of
a furnace is a fine place. Basand Water Resources, Frankfort, Kentucky:
time this year.
Frank Earles of the England kets of sweet potatoes hung as
Kentucky, that a loan for pur- Beef Cattle: Under the Defense
chasing soil conservation equip- Production Act Amendments
Hill community in Boyd county near the ceiling as possible on
of
At 1:30 P. M. on the Premises,
spikes driven in the first-floor
ment had been approved.
1951, ceiling prices for beef, by has high praise for the Kennebec joists should stay
warm enough
Ralph Paris of Fredonia has grades, cannot
potato,
calling
it
the
"potato
with
Young Men And Boys To Caddie At
be less than 90
because warm air automatically
a future."
leased the new equipment from per cent of the actual
price on
gathers
at the ceiling. Also, bethe soil conservation district su- May 19, 1951. This provision in
Hugh Sims of Grayson county
The South - Central Kentucky Golf
pervisors. He will manage the effect prohibits
hae completed a modern tobacco cause of warming and cooling of
the rollbacks i/I
equipment to assist with soil con- prices of beef and cattle that had barn built according to the UK this layer of air, continuous flow
Tournament September 1, 2, 3.
servation work in the Caldwell earlier been scheduled
Experiment Station recommenda- takes place, assuring dry air at
by the
all times. Cushaws keep splendidCounty Soil Conservation Dis- 0. P. S. for August 1
and Octo- tions.
trict.
After filling the requirements ly for the same reasons on
ber 1. Prices of beef at wholesale
The equipment includes a trac- and retail remain under
for Grade A milk, and changing shelves made of stripping or flat
the
lumber nailed to the bottoms of
tor, dozer blade and 3400 pound ceilings
put in force last May. from Grade C, Pepper Jones of the joists.
bush and bog harrow.
Caldwell
county
Jtricreased
Seminary & Green Streets Princeton, Ky.
his
Also the average level of cattle
A furnace room is not a good
CONSTRUCTS POND
prices is limited by the same milk price $1.40 per hundredstoring plaoe for the "cool" vegeMitchell Clift, Flat Rock corn- price restrictions
weight.
Apply To Mel Ashton, Pro.
that
have
been
Grocery,
nearly new concrete block building
de and
Several Hickman county farm- tables, except on the floor, the
in
effect
since
June
4.
1 52 it, on lot 52 x 72 ft., with garage, good location for
ers filled silos with grass silage- coolest place in the cellar.
There is normally a two-way tor August
e and grocery doing good business now, good rental
use, and will refill
movement in beef cattle prices with grain
' lag. We consider this one of the best investments
Because fish has a soft texture
silage in the fall.
during summer and early fall.
eyed the buying public in many months.
it's a good idea to serve something
For grass-fat cattle the supply in- pert.
crisp with your fish dishes. Cole
Milk production will continue slaw is always a delicious ana
creases seasonally and . prices
PERSONAL PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
work lower. On the other hand, to decline for the next two months thrifty choice.
for better grades of fed cattle and some seasonal price imIt. G. E. Deep Freeze, 24-cup electric coffee urn, used one
the supplies usually decrease and provement is to be expected.
we; 4-hole ice cream cabinet, 6 case cold drink box, one
prices strengthen. This situation The domestic demand for all daiFERTILIZER
• urinal cash register, Allen adding machine, 8-ft meat
usually results in widening the ry products will be sustained by
ter. show case, roll-top desk, pair electric counter orates,
price spread between the better high consumer incomes and full
I Chevrolet truck, exhaust fan, window fan, tables, chairs,
and lower grade cattle. These us- employment, and t h e export
s. 3 pool tables and lots of other things not mentioned
ual price movements got under- market for cheese and evaporatway in July and are expected to ed and dried milk may improve.
continue during the next few But the supplies of these proMade By
estate 50 per cent down day of Sale. Balance on deweeks. tHowever, these opposing ducts are in excess of the domesprice movements are not likely tic needs during the next several
at deed. Personal property cash.
to result in as wide a price spread weeks and no important upward
this year as usual, because of ex- adjustment in prices is anticipated at this time.
isting price controls.
Hogs: Present ceiling prices on 11111111•11111111111111=111111111111
INCORPOIIATRD
pork probably will prevent much
NI •
'further seasonal rise in the price
AUCTION and REAL ESTATE
Morgento•ra Road
of live hogs during the next
There Are Only 12 More Days In Which To Register
month or six weeks. The seasonal
Yealuebny
3 W. Market St. Princeton, Ky. Phone 2535
decline which normally begins
GORDON BRIGHT
late in September may be delay.1Pv Your
PHONE 3428
ed somewhat, first because of the
Time Is Drawing Shorter Every Day
Headquarters
ceiling price on pork, and second
because late summer prices are
For
being held in check and are not
being permitted to show the usual seasonal increase.
flopkinsville Rd.
Phone 3224
Poultry and Eggs: Continued
Princeton, Hy.
strong demand for both poultry
and eggs appears to be in prospect as the shortage of some other meat supplies continues.
Dairy Situation: Steady to
slightly higher prices for manufactured dairy products and moderately higher prices for fluid
milk sold for bottling are in pros-

For Farm
oldies Scheduled

THE GARDEN 1 U. K. Farm Exhibit
For State Fair

County Agent's
Column

Ky. Farm News

bir Cuoitomai
.5utANCE

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

AUCTION!
Tuesday, Sept. 4, 1951

Fredonia, Ky.

WANTED

Property Of Seaphus Wimberduff

$9.95
$12.95

fort this
or you. It's
it's fully
Guild of
I t-.

Cle's Cozy Inn

GOOD PAY

PRINCETON COUNTRY CLUB

If ITS ..

441..

TO THE VOTERS OF CALDWELL COUNTY

..IT'S GOOD!

Store"

•

BE SURE TO REGISTER
AT ONCE

COMMONWEALTH
FERTILIZER CO.

KELSIE 0. TUDOR

For The General Election In November

H. C. P'Pool Tractor

SUIT
T THE

Registration Books Close September 7,1951

And Implement Co.

DO

onnues

Ferguson Tractors

'lard to Believe
...&d9ti Tuge
DRY
DRESSED S
i& MA TCHED
.LUMBER

Per
hundred
board
feet

This is dry and dressed southern hardwood sheeting at
such an astonishing price. In fact it is only slightly more than you
have to pay for rough green lumber. We have four and six inch
widths that are center matched and eight, ten and twelve inch
widths that are shiplapped. Call your order in today before our
supply is exhausted.

munity, has constructed a twotenths acre pond on his farm.
Leonard Hillyard, Farmersville
community, constructed a threetenths acre pond on his farm this
week.
Kenneth B. Jacob also built a
pond on his farm located on the
Sandlick road.
These ponds were built to meet
specifications for .paytments by
the Production a n d Marketing
Administration.
The Soil Conservation Service
technician, in cooperation with
the local soil conservation district,
assisted the landowners in choosing the sites, staking out the
ponds and showing how to build
them for best results.

. Is This Your Home?

FREE

IT

NOW

Don't Forget
DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE

NOTICE TO VOTERS

Registration Books Close Friday, Sept.7th,1951,and will remain closed
until after the General Election to be held Tuesday, November 6th,
1951.
To be legally qualified to vote in the General Election, persons must be
registered in the Precinct in which they reside.
Qualifications to be eligible for registration:
(1) Persons 21 years of age, or older, and
persons who will reach their 21st birthday on or before the General Election
to be held Tuesday, November 6,
1951.

(2) A resident of the State 1 year, prior to
Nov. 6th; A resident of Caldwell County 6 months, prior to Nov. 6th; A resident of the Precinct 60 days, prior to
Nov. 6th.
Women voters married since last voting
should register under their married name.

Voters who may be in doubt concerning theil registration or whether
registered in the proper precinct are urged to check the registration
records in this office.

Inspection and Estimate
We have contracts
with leading citizens of
Princeton.

Witty and Carl

,06
Caldwell County Court Clerk

P. 0. Box 256 — Phone 775-W
Illopklardlla, RI.

.40 0.024 %tr.

4.1.11
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Mrs. Claude B. Wood, They spent a few days with
Mr. and Mrs. Tom McConnell, Mr. and
Linwood Farm, spent the week- and Mrs. Shelton Darnell
Hopkinsville street.
Hum- Kansas and with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. James Glenn and end with Miss Ducline
ard
Homer Fuller in Denve-, cc,
Mr. Charles Peters was honored
Miss Harriet Morgan is visit- two sons, of Vero Beach, Florida, phrey, Cadiz.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Fens
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Davis
at his home in the Liberty com- ing her grandparents, Mr. and were weekend guests of Dr. and
4A
Mrs. K. L. Barnes and family.
and daughter, Ellen, of Dawson Iralyn spent the weekend ,
munity with a surprise birthday
Mrs. R. C. Gary, Hopkinsville.
tour
Amory,
Miss.
a
from
returned
Bobby
Crawhave
Jr.,
of
road,
Shultz,
dinner Sunday, August 26.
Mr. 0. M.
Fears, oh
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Cloar, of fordsville, Ark., is visiting his of Nebraska, Wyoming, Kansas, has been visiting there, &Qom
Those attending were Mr. and
her
panled
visiting
Missouri.
them
Ky.,
are
and
Middlesboro,
home
M.
Illinois
Colorado,
Mrs. Eli Peters, Joe, Mary Ruth
parents, Rev, and Mrs. 0.
Sunday.
and Lawrence, Miss Juanita Har- sister, Mrs. Rumsey B. Taylor Shultz.
ris, Mr. J. C. Thorpe, Misses Vir- and family, Locust street.
Mrs. Allan Murphey and chilginia Nell and Betty Jane Lewis,
Miss Patty Barkley, of Green- dren, Helen and Jane, have reMr. and Mrs. Robert Peters and
ville, Ky., returned home Sun- turned from a visit with her parKaye, Mrs. Minnie Bond, Mr. and
day after a visit with Miss Bobby ents, Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Craig,
Mrs. Thomas Bond and Jimmie,
Paducah.
Coleman, W. Main.
Mr. and Mrs. Curt Jones and
Miss Nancy Dee Hearne, Eddaughter,
and
Barr
S.
R.
Mrs.
Mary, Mr. and Mrs. I. Z. Lewis,
visiting dyville road, is vacationing at
are
Ala.,
Birmingham,
of
Mr. John Peters, Lillie Mae and
Shultz and Louisville.
Millidean, Mr. Kenneth Ray Mar- Rev. and Mrs. 0. M.
IN CORDUROY
tin, Mr. and Mrs. Sheltie Lewis,
Miss Peggy Sue Martin, Miss
Shirley Ann Peters, Mrs. Charles
Peters and the honoree.

Charles Peters Given
Surprise Dinner Monday

Cox - Wilkerson

bara Cox, sister of the bride,
wore a street length dress of pale
blue with grey accessories.
John Hancock, U. S. Army,
served as best man.
After a brief visit with relatives and friends, the bride is at
home with her parents. The
bridegroom, Seaman, first class,
in the U. S. Navy, has returned
to duty.
Misses Mary and Dorothy Boyd
accompanied the wedding party.

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Cox, 104
Baldwin avenue, announce the
marriage of their daughter,
Kathleen, to Billy Wilkerson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. George Wilkerson.
The vows were exchanged August 13 at the First Baptist Church
at Springfield, Tennessee, by the
Rev. L. E. Mason.
The bride wore a street length
dress of white with navy blue accessories. Her corsage was of red
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hancock
roses.
are vacationing in eastern KenThe maid of honor, Miss Bar- tucky.

6,2.41
SATURDAY

Mr. a n d Mrs. L e m Beckner,
West Main street, were hosts to
a picnic and reunion at their
farm on the Marion road, Sunday, August 26.
Out-of-town guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Frederick McConnell
and son, Freddy, all of Pensacola,
Florida; Mr. and Mrs. William
Polley, Evansville, Indiana; Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Bright, Fredonia;
Mr. and Mrs. Rene McConnell,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawford Rice and
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Bright, county.
Those from Princeton included
Mr. and Mrs'. Glen Bright and
daughter, Glenda, Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Wood and children, Melinda find Johnny, Miss Ethel
Bright, Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Tudor,
Mr. D. T. Woodall, Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon Bright and the host and
hostess.

Stork Shower Given
Mrs. James Tinsley

STEWART'S
MUSIC MART

eamplete .2ifte

Beckners Are Hosts
To Family Reunion

-

RECORDS
PHONOGRAPHS
SHEET MUSIC MUSICAL SUPPLIES
RADIO BATTERIES

Mrs. James Tinsley was guest
of honor at a stork shower given
Thursday night, August 23, by
Mrs. Tom Whittset, at her home
on West Market street.
Prizes were won by Mrs. E. B.
WhittseCand Miss Joan Watson
who in turn presented them to
the honoree as gifts.
The hostess served refreshments
to Mesdames Raul Lara, Jack
Granstaff, Kip McConnell, Frances Cotton, Fred Nichols, Misses
Joan Watson and Martha Jane
Stallins.
Those sending gifts were Mesdames Charles Rorer, Sam Wurtman, Grace Scott, Kelsie Tudor
and Mr. and Mrs. Pete Scott.

Sears Employees Have
"Get-Together" Dinner

STEWART'S MUSIC MART
Located At 112 W. Market in Building Formerly
Occupied By Blane's Cafe,

PENNEY'S
ALWAYS FIRST CLUAl;ty,

The employees of the Princeton Sears, Roebuck and Co. order office had a get-together dinner at Kentucky Lake, Wednesday, August 22. Those attending
were Mesdames Bessie Harmon,
Gordon Glenn, Raymond Brown,
Clay Wilson and Buddy Satterfield.

YOU SAVE ON ALL SCHOOL NEEDS
ORGANDY

SPECIAL PURCHASE

and

81 x 99 WIZZARD

BATISTE

SHEETS

Last

4 yds. 1.00

CLEARANCE
WOMEN'S BATISTE

And They're
Only

VALUE
PLUS

1.00

Unbelievable

Special Purchase
WOMEN'S

LOOK!

Value. One Group

60 Gauge 15 Denier

WOMEN'S

DRESSES
4.00

PURSES
50c each

They're Terrific Values.
You had better hurry.

PLUS TAX

LOOK! INFANTS'

DRASTIC SAVINGS

SUN SUITS
44c and 66c

GIRLS' DRESSES
1.00 to 3.00

Buy and Save

Sizes 1 to 14

PASTEL

DIAPERS
1.00 per pkg.
Buy Now and Save

Miss Anne Chamberlain
Honored With Party
Miss Catherine Hopper honored
her house guest, Miss Anne
Chamberlain, of Ashland, with a
canasta party Thursday afternoon,
August 23, at her home on Hopkinsville street.
Prizes were won by Miss Evelyn Stegar and Miss Norma Sue
Cartwright. Bouquets of mixed
chrysanthemums were used
throughout the house.
The hostess served a dessert
course to Misses Sara Richie,
Mary Virginia Meadows, Patsy
Dalzell, Pat Horn, Norma Sue
Cartwright, Evelyn Stegar, Abingdon, Virginia, Mrs. Neil Dunbar and the honoree.

Golden Circle Class
Meets With Mrs. Steger
T h e Golden Circle Sunday
School class of the First Baptist
Church met F4riday night for a
family picnic at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Steger, Highland
avenue. Mr. R. G. McClelland
was in charge of the devotional.
Those present besides the host
and hostess and children, Sam
and Marilyn, were Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Hollis, Cheryl and Christine; Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Holsapple, W. F. and Bobby; Mr. and
Mrs. R. G. McClelland; Mr. and
Mrs. Will Stevenson, Bobby and
Bill; Mrs. Buddy Varble, Sue
and Jimmy; Mrs. Shelby Pool,
Gid and Brenda; Miss Marie Oliver, Miss Kathleen Hobby, Miss
Lucretia Jones, Miss Bertha McCoy, and Miss Glenda Bennison,
of Russellville, Ky.

Miss Vergie Barnett entertained her bridge club Friday evening, August 24, at her home on
Darby street.
Prizes were awarded to Mesdames James Shrewsbury and
Conway Lacy.
The hostess served a salad
course to Mesdames Stanley
Sharp, Hewlett Morgan, Hillery
Barnett, R. G. Morgan, Gordon
"Lisanby, Billy McElroy, Edward
Pitke, James Shrewsbury, Frederick Stallins, and Miss Mary Loftus. Visitors were Mesdames Conway Lacy and J. L. Walker.

Miss Bobby Ann Coleman
Entertains House Guest
Miss Bobby Ann Coleman entertained with a "coke" party
Saturday morning at her home
on West Main for her guest, Miss
Patty Barkley, of Greenville.
Her guests included Misses
Margaret Ann Vinson, Doris Akers, Racquel Williams, Jennie
Lou McCaslin, Jackie Hunsaker,
Pam Butler, of Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
and Judy Beck, of Homewood, Ill.

•iiihn•lv
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School.
For Further Information, call 2441 — Princeton Office.

PRINCETON
STORES
WILL BE CLOSED
ALL DAY
MONDAY, SEPT. 3
LABOR DAY

Skirt, szeslcit and shirt
that are strictly feminine
In the new rounded cut
of the weskit and smartly
Bared skirt. Jeweled
buttons hold the
permanent tie of the
satin shirt and serve
as cuff links too.
Rust, Old Rose, Slate
Blue in sizes 9 to 15.

as seen in MADEMOISELLE

Retail Merchants' Assoc.

HAPPY HARMONY FOR YOUR

YOUNG
FLATS

BACK-TO-SCHOOL WARDROBE

Miss Helen Beshear
Entertains With Party
Miss Helen Beshear was hostess to a group of young people
at her home, Tuesday evening,
August 28 at 7:30 o'clock.
During the evening games
were played.
Refreshments were served to
Misses Lois Ann Jackson, Ocie
Mae Cummins, Sue Dillingham,
Dottie Martin, Messrs. Sonny
Harper, J. W. Harper, W. L. Whitford, and the honoree.

$4.95 to $7.95

Tobacco Cutti

LO-HEELERS

HOUSE SLIPPERS RAYON PANTIES OVERALL PANTS
SIZES
AND

SAVE 1.22

33c

Galvanized
Fence, Barb

Rev. and Mrs. Estel Murphy
and children: Willow Hill, Ill., are
visiting her aunt, Miss Mattie
Dalton, North Jefferson street,
and other relatives in the county
this week. They also visited her
father, Walter Dalton and Mrs.
Dalton, in Evansville, Ind.

Weed Killers, B
Antate, TCA

Field Seed,

SLEEPERS
BUY NOW
AND SAVE

Our Store

Ituffalo and
Non-Certifi
Vetch, Rye,
Rye Gram.

white...
stays ,
white

Tallon Fastener
You're right on key in Connie Flats...America's
peppiest, perkiest, most popular styles for

4 TO 16

CHILDREN'S
PLISSE CREPE

Store

MEN'S CHAMBRAY

Will Be Closed Labor

WORK SHIRTS
1.17

Our

Day, Sept. 3rd, 1951.

Open

Until 8 P. M On Saturdays

Knives, Shan
Ra‘s'ks,
COKE STOVE
Steel:

starts

BOYS'

GIRLS'

OW

ide WIN...OM*.
•11011
.
•ca"
wrist entry bleak. 1r
0, ow rend pris• of
tia, eon's oo

Consult the C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency, remember
we write Insurance of nearly every description, including
hospitalization and life. Fire, tornado, and windstorm on your
property, also Public liability and property damage on your
automobiles. Hail Insurance on growing crops. Educational
policies for your children, which provides funds to send your
children to college at the time they graduate from High

1111111111MMOMiummoimusm

WOMEN'S FELT

I

"FOR SOUND INSURANCE"

Miss Vergie Barnett
Entertains Bridge Club

END-OF-MONTH

WHILE 300 YDS. OF

luniors

Fertilize
We have or e
and game
,

dosses, for,dotes...and such outstanding values'
Wonderfully made of supplis suedes, smooth
ItgIbtrs, combinations, in Autumn's newest
colors .and yours for a song.

-2-)&
McGOUGH'S
—
Paint & Wallpaper Store
Phone 2385

PRINCETON SHOE
Tellephoo
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few days with

READING MORE
Involving labor and racial argu- Dec. 7, 1941, was the Japanese I STUDENTS
ments, remained as a thorn in reply to this, although a formal I University Of Kentucky stuAmericin-Japanese relations.
message, refusing to accept the Idents apparently are doing more
Japan joined the allies in American terms, later was deliv- reading these days. The UniverWorld War I, and the peace terms ered in Washington.
sity Library reports an increase
gave it a mandate over the former
in circulation of books from 85,l
unconditiona
virtually
After
(By Chris MacGill)
(By David Taylor Marke)
German Wands in t he Pacific
777 in 1947-48 to 120,325 in 1950afand
in
1945,
August,
surrender
Gainesville, Fla. — There's a
north of the equator.
All too often parents make the
51. With its 500,000 volumes, the
ter Gen. Douglas MacArthur set
tree growing in America so poiU. K. Library is one of the lotsIn 1921 the United States invitmistake of assigning set chores
up occupation, the Japanese es(By Robert E. Geiger)
sonous that rainwater dripping
est in the South.
Japan and other powers to a
ed
to each child.
tablished a democratic governAmerican - Japanese relations,
from its leaves can blister your
naval conference. It resulted in
ment. Hirohito remained as em- Japan. Fifty nations were asked
born amid drama, have remained
According to the National Kin- flesh.
that for each five
an
agreement
was in to attend a conference at San
dergarten Association, chores
Dr. W. M. Lauder, pharmaceuti- dramatic through most of their capital ships in the navy of the peror, but final authority
the hands of General MacArthur Francisco and ratify the docucourse.
should be alternated, so that re- cal chemist at the University of
United States, Great Britain as the
representative of the Al- ment.
Japan in the early 10th Cen- should have five but Japan only
He scofgardless of age, each child would Florida, didn't believe it.
lied powers.
fed at the grisly tales told of the tury wanted to remain aloof from three.
take his turn at hard and easy
Mr. and MTS. J. L. Eskew and
The United States and Great
little-known manchineel tree all nations. Her emperors and
The great decline in U. S. Japof Fulton, spent
ones.
which grows deep in Florida's shoguns (powers behind the anese relations was well under Britain in July, 1951, announced two daughters,
the draft of a peace treaty for a few days with relatives here.
throne) had forbidden the buildT h e association's Hilda Rich- Everglades.
in 1934 when the Japanese
ing of vessels capable of ocean way
mond cites the Croft family as a
He set about to dispel as "rathrepudiated this naval agreement.
of
foreignThe
ships
navigation.
er unscientific a n d deplorable"
case in point.
In 1931 the Japanese had occuhe's ers had been fired upon.
pied all Manchuria in a dispute
Mrs. Croft had sent their the aura of dread. Instead,
The United States Congress de- with Russia over the south Manworking on a report which will
youngest child James to the store
uphold the manchineel's sinister cided to change all this. Presi- churian railway.
for something. He brought it home reputation in every detail.
dent Millard Fillmore sent ComThe United States joined with
modore Matthew C. Perry to Uraminus string and plus some dust,
On his first trip to the Everthe League of Nations in proJapthe
asking
in
1853,
ga
harbor
showing that the little boy had glades to study the living tree,
testing, but the Japanese set up
anese for a treaty.
dropped it.
he was struck on the ear by wata puppet state, Manchukuo.
When the Japanese failed to
Protested Mr. Croft: "Why in er dripping from its branches. A
In 1937 fighting between Japthem he would rethe world send James to the gro- "whale of a blister" was the re- sign he told
anese and Chinese soldiers broke
In
February,
year.
the
next
turn
cery when Herbert could do the sult.
Marco Polo bridge
1854, he returned to Uraga with out near the
errand so much better and get
Later he was working on samChina, touching
force, which so impress- outside Peking.
larger
a
home sooner?
ples from the tree with rubberagreed to an off a full scale war.
they
the
Japanese
ed
"Then James would never learn gloved respect. But there was a -historic document of peace and
Japanese airplanes attacked
to do errands properly," answer- tiny hole in the finger of one friendship, giving Americans ac- and sank American gunboat "Panin
came
sap
of
drop
A
ed Mrs. Croft. "I change the du- glove.
cess to two ports. Other nations sy" anchored in the Yanstze
ties about so all may be taught- contact with his skin. His right were quick to request similar above Nanking that year. The Janand
to accomplish each task well and arm was swollen, paralyzed
anese apologized and agreed to
privileges.
so as to be fair, too. James might covered with ulcers for days.
J5- pay $2,250,000 damage, but the
that
followed
the
years
In
feed the cat and weed the onions
T h e University of Florida
the feeling of
and naval program and started attack sharpened
the
better than Herbert — in fact I scientist is only mildly sympaan dstarted ill will building up between
program
and
naval
know he would—but he must thetic with the park service's denations.
two
Its
annihilation
trade.
world-wide
learn to carry things carefully, sire to keep the park's natural
In 1940 the U. S. began curtainof the Russian fleet and the capalso, and to bring home the right features—including t h e man1904 dem- ing its exports of aviation gasoin
Arthur
Port
of
ture
He
chineel stands—as they are.
article and the right change."
onstrated how quickly it had de- line, scrap iron and other prodMr. Croft had occasion to re- would just as soon see the Man- veloped into a military power.
ucts to Japan. Also there were a
call it some time later w h en, chineel wiped out.
of- series of notes protesting insults
1905
in
States
United
The
while cutting the grass in his
He draws comfort from the
fered to mediate the Russian- to Americans. Interference with
his fact the main stands of manbackyard, he overheard
Japanese War. A conference was American commerce and opportufrom
neighbor's two children grumb- chineel are some 50 miles
held at Portsmouth, N. H., and a nities in the Orient.
The
ling and wrangling over some the nearest town of any size.
of peace was signed there
treaty
The crisis deepened when Jatrivial assignment. "I never get area is made still more unattracon Al. 29, 1906.
pan got permission from the Vica chance to go to the store," tive to tourists by clouds of mosSerious clouds arose over Japi hy French government in 1941 to
quitoes.
whined Richard.
anese-A merican relationships. use air bases in southern Indogrew
once
manchineel
The
"Of course not," retorted Fred.
Moreover, because of Japanese China that were within striking
"Mother likes her meat and pretty generally in the Caribbean immigration. By 1906 there were distance of the British naval base
"burned
settlers
early
cheese to be still covered with area. The
States,
busi- 60,000 Japanese in California who of Singapore. The United
paper when she receives t h e m. them down like nobody's
not intend to become Ameri- the British Empire and the Nethdid
But you needn't complain for you ness.
citizens but wanted only to erlands Indies on July 25, 1941,
It's unsafe to cot down because can
always get the job of sprinkling
money and return to Japan. stopped virtually all trade with
make
its sap flies at the stroke of the
the flowers."
President Theodore Roosevelt Japan.
land clearers used
pioneer
The
ax.
"That's because you don't do
ed the "Gentleman's
Prince Konoye, Japanese prebuild fires around the trees-- negotiat
it right," explained Richard. to
certain not to agreement" by which Japan lim- mier, suggested some of the troumake
then
and
"Just the same, I don't think it
ited immigration. But the issues, ble might be solved in diplomatic
the poisonous smoke.
is fair for you to get all the easy stand in
discussion. A conference was held
manchindescribes
Dr. Lauter
tion to Nicaragua a few years
things to do."
in November in Washington.
found
trees,"
little
eels as 'pretty
his death at the battle of
"Easy!" said Fred. "I like that! only near salt water. They're us- before
Secretary of State Cordell Hull
Unfriendly In
Trafalgar.
Going through the hot sun or the ually low and spreading with
Nov. 26 presented the Japanpoisoned a spring from which the on
rain isn't easy."
leaves somewhat resembling those Britons drank. Some were killed ese a note demanding they withThe boys' father came out to
of pear trees. The fruit they bear by the poison and others became ; draw from Indo-China and China.
quiet them and then leaned over is green and is about the size and
I The atta[1( upon Pearl Harbor
gravely ill.
the fence to chat with Mr. Croft. almost the shape of a large marNelson managed to pull through /
Naturally, the talk veered round ble. It has a pleasant aroma and
suffered from the effects for
but
to the children and Mr. Blank
is said to taste good. The damage the rest of his life. Lauter, who
praised the Croft children, say- starts when it reaches the stogrieves that Nelson wasn't eming, -You three boys don't mach.
balmed so his intestines might be
seem to argue much. How do you
explorers
Reports of the early
studied, considers it something of
manage ar
Indians
are full of anecdotes of
die on the
-I can't claim any credit for poisoning springs with its twigs, a miracle he didn't
it," answered Mr. Croft. "In fact, dipping arrows in its sap, entic- spot.
Strangely enough, furniture is
I used to think my wife was mak- ing white men to eat its fruit OT
from manchineel wood in
made
bookher
ing a mistake with
leading them to shelter under its some of the Caribbean countries.
keeping system of alternating the branches during storms. No antiThe poison is said to evaporste
chores so each boy would take dote for its poison has been found.
after the bark is removed and the
his turn at hard and easy ones,
famous
most
history's
One of
wood cured in the sun. The furbut it seems to work out well:"
poimanchineel
sufferers from
niture is considered safe to use
"Is that the wp you do it!" soning was the British admiral
and is esteemed for its termiteexclaimed t he neighbor.
Horatio Nelson. He led an expedi- proof qualities but dubious Dr.
sounds reasonable.
Lauter says: "Frankly, I wouldn't
"Hey, Richard!" called Mr. wholewheat bread for lunch. Run
want to sit in such a chair."
and
loaf
a
for
store
the
some
to
wants
down
Blank, "Mother
So far, Dr. Lauter has been ungrass."
the
„rake
let Fred
to find any reason why the
able
the
on
gratitude
of
The look
be so poisonous. Usface of his little boy, as he took tree should
purpose and a good one
the money and skipped joyfully ually a
for every defense
away, quite touched Mr. Blank's can be found
Not so in the case
heart. "I've been a dumbell," he nature sets up.
of the manchineel.
said.
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I Active Children's Feet

JUNIOR

COATS

Sizes 7 to 15
Reasonably Priced

AMAZING SANITONE DRY CLEANING
that you will
and Cayce-Yost is ready with the supplies
44th season
our
is
This
crop.
the
harvest
need this year to
counties
of helping the folks of Christian and surrounding
this the
before
Even
job.
to have the best tools for the
yourself,
like
just
farmers
were
Yost
Cayceof
founders
that
raising and harvesting tobacco. If there is a problem
ours.
is
problem
your
in,
come
with,
you
help
we can

Tobacco Cutting Supplies
Knives, Shank Knives, TommyHawks, Spikes, Water Juts.
COKE STOVES

Makes BAcKto-ScHOol aotHES Look Like-low
...Gets Out All the Dirt!

G-E "SPEED
COOKING" AT
A REALLY LOW
PRICE!

"We are one
ofthe 1034
SAN/TONE
Dry Cleaners
who know the
secret that
makes co/ors
and patterns
Bright 4s
New Again!"

Climax Tobacco Saver
Prevents sweat and house-burn.
An ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure.

Galvanized Roofing, Nalki, Fencing,
Fence, Barb Wire, Poets, Bale Ties.

Weed Killers, Brush Killers:

MASTER OVEN!
•BIGReally
big! Exact oven heat at all times! Super Broiler for charcoal.

Arnate, TCA and Atlaelde for Killing Johnson Gram.

type broiling!

Field Seed:

Certified Ladino,
Buffalo and Oklahoma Approved Alfalfa, Oregon Grown
Nun -Certified Ladino, Home Grown; Crimson Clover; Reseeding Crimson,
Timothy, Blue Grass,
Vetch, Rye, Barley, Wheat, Ky. 31 Fescue, Red Top.
R Crags.

Fertilizer:

for plant bed
Sir have or can get the analysis that you need. Aero Cyanamid
and garden treatment available now.

•NI-SPEED CALRODI UNITS!
from simmer to high! Fast, economical—
Five exact cooking speeds,
spills burn away!

Here's your chance to die..
cover our amazingly better
dry cleaning that gets clothes
cleaner than ever before! Because Sanitone Dry Cleaning
reaches deep into fabrics to
Rush out even ground-in grit

and grime . ;. patterns and
colors spring hack to life! No
dry cleaning odors ... even
perspiration removed. And
it costs you no more than
ordinary dry cleaning! Try
it todayt

!
•BIG THRIFT COOKERideal
for deep-fat frying, soups, and stews!
Six-quart deep-well cooker

•NO-STAIN OVEN VENT!
walls—your entire kitchen—sparkling clean!
Helps keep your curtains,
of,General
You've got to see this range to realize how many wonders
low price!
remarkable
this
at
you
brings
it
Cooking"
"Speed
Electric

Cronin today!
See an exciting
demonstration!

Princeton Lumber Co.
Phone 21181
S. Seminary
Authorised Dealer

!August 30, 1951
Thursday
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FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. rt.
CYF meets at 0:00 p. m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7;30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at 7:00 p. m.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
0 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Servke, 7

e
fain

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and amottione of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
Twice40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of
regular Leader
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters. shortLv after the turn of the century. wrote them.
Jan. 1, 1929. Marshall and Mary
Jan, 1, 1149. The second annual
Alumni Banquet, originated by Wilson Eldred, who are attending
PPOi. Howton and brought into college away from home, spent
being by 0. M. Shultz, Jr., was the holidays with their parents.
• • •
held last Thursday evening at the
Jan. 4, 1929. Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
Hotel Henrietta with about 75
Lisman who have been residing
present.
at Kingsville, Ontario, Canada,
• • •
Jan. 1, 1929. Mr. and Mrs. Rudy have returned to live in PrinceL. Cantrell attended the annual ton.
• • •
meeting of the Gulf Refining
Jan. 4, 1929. Dr. C. 0. Akin
Company managers and salesmen
presided at a Mid-Winter dinner
at Louisville last week.
meeting of the West Central Dental Society, held at the Henrietta
Hotel, Saturday night. Those
present were Drs. Hardin, Taylor, Benson, Ray, Draper, of Madisonville; Jones, Dawson Springs;
Flener, Hopkinsville; Cunningham, Central City; and Wolfe,
Keeney and Akin, Princeton.
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one of solemn
It is a great day in the life of a child, and
toddles
away
from home
he
when
parents,
his
for
reflection
school.
in
day
first
his
for
The beginning of school
days marks the end of an
epoch and the beginning of
another in the course of a
modern child's life. From the
sheltered precincts of the
home he steps out for the first
time "on his own."

Ringworm Is More
Prevalent After
Opening Of School

• • •
By Dr. W. L. Cash
Jan. 8, 1929. Prof. K. R. Cum(County Health Officer)
mins went to Frankfort Sunday
With the opening of schools, the where he attended a meeting of
FIRST BAPTIST
opportunities for catching ring- the State Text Book Commission.
H. G. M. Haller, Pastor
• • •
worm of the scalp, a highly con9:45 a. m. Sunday School
Jan. 8, 1929. Dr. Godfrey Chiltagious disease, are multiplied. A
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
total of 160 cases were reported dress has just been appointed to
6:15 p.m. Training Union
in 1950, according to the Kentuc- an internship of a large New York
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, ky State Department of Health. Hospital effective upon his gradRingworm of the scalp, which uation from the Cincinnati Col7:30 p. m.
caused by a fungus, is trans- lege of Medicine•in•June.
is
•
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
mitted by direct contact with the
PRINCETON
Jan. 8, 1929. As a result of neperson. Therefore, t h e
infected
CHURCH Or THE IMMACUneed for precautionary measures gotiations just concluded between
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL- should be emphasized.
the local subcommittee of the
INGTON
Mammoth Cave National Park
and
hair
the
of
Cleanliness
Sundays,
First, third and fifth
boy and Association and the attorney for
each
of
case
the
in
scalp
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Mammoth Cave
is of foremost importance. A the heirs of the
Second and fourth Sundays, girl
which the school estate the association has purchasmeasure,
second
Mass at 10:00 o'clock.
take, is the provision for ed control of the estat e. The
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock. should
of
individual storage of clothing. Mammoth Cave estate consists
acres of land.
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS- Recognition and reporting of the the Cave and 2,208
disease by school authorities and The deal is considered the most
PITAL CHAPEL
important move yet made toward
First, third and fifth Sundays, parents can do a great deal to
the establishment of a national
check its spread.
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
park.
Second and fourth Sundays,
There is no immunization
Mass at 8 o'clock.
cases
all
and
against the disease,
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
should be treated by a physician
is
Borntraeger
William
Rev.
and his directions followed to the
Richard
pastor and the Rev.
letter. No one should attempt to
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Shoul'Jlements is assistant pastor.
treat himself or his children.
ders and daughter, Margie, left
ringtreated,
properly
When
Saturday for a sight-seeing tour
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
worm of the scalp does not cause through the Great Smokies.
(Roy Francis, Jr., pastor)
Mrs. Vera Watts is spending
Sunday School every Sunday permanent loss of hair. It can be
completely cured. Recurrences two weeks in Madisonville, the
afternoon at 2:30.
Preaching every second and may be frequent, however, since guest of her aunt, Mrs. Jim Blanc.
fourth Sunday afternoons at the fungus may burrow deep,
Mrs. J. E. Keys and daughters,
giving the impression the disease Sarah and Linda, returned to Ev2:30.
not.
is
it
when
cured
is
Prayer meeting every Saturansville Sunday after several
Like ringworm of t h e scalp, days visit in the home of her
day at 7:30 p. in.
ringworm of the body is very mother, Mrs. Garnett Holland.
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
contagious. Children are also
Mrs. Alva Felix, Jerseyville,
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
more apt than adults to contract Ill., Mrs. C. W. McConnell, Mr.
Radio Service. Sunday at 7:30
it. It, too, needs medical care, but and Mrs. C. P. McConnell and
a. in.
is more easily cured than ring- sons, Butch and Gary, of East
Sunday School-9:45 a. m.
worm of the scalp.
St. Louis, spent several days in
m.
Morning Worship 11 a.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Training Union-6 p. m.
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
White.
Evening Worship--7 p. m.
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 Pi In.
Roy Blane P'Pool spent several
days with his parents, Mr. and
7 p. m.
FREDONIA CUMBERLAND
Mrs. Jack P'Pool.. He is stationed
PRESBYTERIAN
PENTICOSTAL HOLINESS
at a camp in San Antonio, Texas.
Pastor
Wigginton,
Ray
Rev.
Rev. W. E. Cunningham, pastor
Jimmy Dale Adams returned
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
to Peoria, Ill., after visiting his
p.
6.15
in.
Youth Fellowship,
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
mother, Mrs. Elnora Adams.
Preaching each first and third
Young People's Service 6:00
Carol Taylor, Dawson, visited
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
SLIM
n Cobb Monday.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
Mrs. Joe Young, Cerulean,
prayer
Wednesday evening
spent Saturday in the home of
FREDONIA FIRST
service 7:00 p.m.
friends in Cobb.
PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Carl Monin, Glendale, Ky.,
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. spent several days with Rev. and
Ralph McConnell, pastor
Mrs. John Richardson,
Preaching services every sec- CHURCH OF CHRIST
Mrs. Edwin Jacob and Mrs. A.
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
262 West Locust Street
Carlisle, Madisonville, spent Satand 7:30 p. m.
Lige Cook, Minister
urday visiting in the Porter
Prayer meeting every ThursBible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m. home.
day night at 7 p. m.
Preaching and communion each
Sunday school every Sunday Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
morning at 10 a. m.
Top Dressings Boost
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.

From this time on, he begins to shape his own conduct
and make his own way in the
world—timidly at first perhaps, but gradually with
greater confidence—like the
fledgling in the early days of
flight.
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Religious
instruction
should by all means go hand
in hand with the teachings of
the secular schools, so that
the child's spiritual life may
expand with his intellectual
growth. For education without God is empty.
Wise parents bring their
children up in the Church, so
that all their secular training
may rest upon a foundation
of eternal truth.
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Yields Of Alfalfa

Top-dressing with phosphate,
CUMBERLAND
MIDWAY BAPTIST
PRESBYTERIAN
potash and borax gave best yields
Rev. 0. G. Priddy, Pastor
W. H. Tallent, minister
of alfalfa in tests which the UniServices every Sunday
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
versity of Kentucky Experiment
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Station made in Warren county.
Preaching 11:00 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. in.
The purpose of the experiments
Training Union 6:00 p.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
was to study the effect of top.
Evening service 7:00 p. in.
Prayer meeting every Wednesdressings of phosphate and potday at 7:45 p. m., followed by EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
ash fertilizer, borax and a minRev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
choir rehearsal.
or-element mixture on the yield
Preaching each first and third of alfalfa.
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. and 7:15 p.m.
Applications were made of 84
1Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday pounds each of phosphate and
Services every Second Saturday 10:00 a. m.
potash per acre, 20 pounds of
night, at 7:30 p m., and Sunday
Prayer meeting each Wednes- borax and 100 pounds of minor
at 11 a. in.
day preceding first and third Sun- elements. Four cuttings gave the
Sunday School at 10 a.m. and
following yields:
services on fourth Sunday at 11 BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
No treatment, 6,718 pounds of
a. in. and 7:30 p. m.
Rev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor
hay an acre; phosphate and potServices every Sunday, 11:00
ash, 9,094 pounds; phosphate, potDONALDSON BAPTIST
a. to. and 7:00 p. m.
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
ash and borax, 9,613, and phosSunday School every Sunday at
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
phate, potash and minor elements,
10.00 a. in.
Morning Worship, 11 a. in.
Prayer service, Wednesday, 9,358 pounds.
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. in.
7:00 p. m.
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
Services each Saturday before
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
second Sunday, 2:30 p. m.
FREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
CRESWELL BAPTIST
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Dial 3211
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00
WHITE SULPHUR
a. m.
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Minister
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:15
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
p. m.
Morning Service-11:00 a, m.
If you see
Training Union-6:30 p. m.
GENERAL BAPTIST
Evening Service--7:30 p. m.
Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Prefer
Hour of Prayer—WednesdaySunday School every Sunday,
7:00 n m.
9:45 a. m.
Attend the church where you
Worship Service every Sunday,
will receive a cordial welcome.
11:00 a. in. and 7: p. m.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30
SECOND BAPTIST
p. m.
Rev. H. D. Knight. pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
MT. OLIVET GENERAL
Morning worship 11 a- in.
BAPTIST
Rev. Claud Threlkeld, Pastor
Training Union 6 p. in.
Evening worship 7 p. in.
, Regular gemlike' every second
Sunday
Wednesday service 7 p. m.
Sunday School 10:00 a. in., exFREDONIA BAPTIST
cept second Sunday
Rev. W. B. Watts, Pestor
Sunday School at 1:00 p. m.
Sunday School 915 a. in.
second Sunday.
Servires event Sunday. 11
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This Series of Ads is Being Published Each Week in The Princeton Leader As A Public
Service By The Following Business Establishments:
Mitchell Bros. Plumbing
& Heating Company
Princeton, Ky.

Pruett Brothers
Groceries and Meats
130 E. MAIN
DIAL NM

Princeton Tire &
Recapping Co.

Wadlington Service Sta.
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Dial 2301
Princeton, Ky.

Citizens Ice Company
PHILCO APPLIANCES
Phone 2707

--

Princeton, Ky.

Hobby's Garage
Steger Lumber Company
"From a splinter t3 a carload"
PHONE 2061 2062

0. Raz 231

Phone 2558

Washington & Jefferson
DIAL 3075

Shortt Electric Company
113 Market

SALES & SERVICE
Dial 3505

John M. Wisdom Stave Mill
DIAL 3514

PRINCETON, KT.

Princeton Hotel &
Coffee Shoppe
PRINCET0eN, KY.

Bodenhamer Cleaners
204 F.. MAIN

.tevens Chevrolet Co

Dial 3053

Coleman & Son
General Blacksmithing & Welding
122 Washington - Princeton, Ky.

PRINCETON, KY.

Rowland Motor Co.
Were-Plymouth-Sales-Service

('omplete Tire Service
Guaranteed Recapping and
Vulcanising
PHONE 2819 211 N. HARRISON

DIAL 3711

Burgess Drive-Inn
Washington Street
PRONE SIM

PRINOETON, KT.

Beltone Hearing Service
0. A. Roland, Distributor
Hearing Aid - Batterien all Makes
318 Kentucky Ave., Paducah, KY•

Pe I LCO 14001i

Lift Storage
•..0041Weni•
eased Min
Overshoe

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON. ktNTUCKY
tory category are the ones like
slip underneath or pull them
tive clothes she had previously fitted garments. Others who exHustlers 4-H Members
Natchez, Miss., Charleston, S. C.,
over his head.
seen. These were modeled by the hibited dresses, included Betty
and Virginia City, Nev., where
Present Style Revue
Strap him in the high chair and
club members. They were gar- Lou Brewer, Betty Lou Porter
preservation has been made a
Members of the Hustlers 4-11 ments
made during weekly meet- and Joyce Wood.
carriage
with
a
belt
that
can
be
community project.
club presented a style revue en- ings by club members under the
locked in place.
Refreshments, made up of the
Finally there is the museum
titled, "A Date With a Dream", supervision of Jacqueline Shoul- 4-11 colors of green and white,
Wills)
the nation's interest in preserva- town—like Old Sturbrige, Mass.,
It's not enough to keep matches
(BYJoe
ders
who
is
taking a Junior were served to c lu b member,
Americans tion of its past never was so high Shelburne, Vt., and Mystic, Conn.
out of reach. Many a parrent to their mothers and friends at
yea:: a million
Leadership project.
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You must do painstaking re- hot water tanks, the sewing maWALT DISNEY CARTOON
search, he says, interview old chine and open stairwells.
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timers, make investigations on
the site, study general styles and it will be impossible for him to
techniques of the period, and emtion has commented: "History .
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methods as were originally used.
building citizens but in terms of
A Whopping Big
The craze for historic preservadollars."
tion stems back more than 100
rGUN MAiTER!--7
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years. It was in 1850 that the
men have in mind indicates big
State of New York started the
of Laughs and Fun!
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P
boom by acquiring Washington's
000 has been poured into Colonial
FREE COMIC BOOKS
headquarters at Newburg. Nine
Williamsburg,. Winton-Sa g e m
I NO
to every boy and girl attending
years later, a ladies' association
seeks $2,500,000. Even Tombstone,
ADMISSION — 12c and 34c
bought Mount Vernon., By 1895,
of
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Ariz., has a
about 20 historic buildings —
ranging from Independence Hall I
in Philadelphia to a Nebraska log
EXTRA! CHAPTER 1! NEW SERIAL!
cabin—could be viewed by the
public. By 1933 there were more
than 400; today hundreds more.
ALSO! WOODY WOODPECKER IN "WOODY DINES our'
Every historic building serves
as a tourist magnet Mount Vernon and Independence Hall, for
instance, attract thousands annually. But with the arrival of the
preserved or restored community,
history really has become b i g
business.
Williamsburg a survey
At
showed that 200,000 admissionNILO MODEL EM•121. 3 Compartments...Easypaying tourists stayed two days
lift Storage Baskets...New Sloping-Front
on an average and spent $15.
Convenient Utility Tray ... CounterbalEyeing that record, a Winstonanced Hinges ... Temperature Control ...
Guardian Bell . . . 5-Year Protection Plan.
newspaper commented:
Saturn
-Businessmen are convinced that
in ignoring Old Salem we are overlooking a community asset of
real importance--the tourist dollar is a fa6t dollar and passes
through many hands."
In the same vein, a founder
of the historic Charles Founds-
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16 oz. can 18c

PURE LARD, 50 lb. can
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APPLE BUTTER, Mon.
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Classified Ads

Deaths & Funerals
WI

PRINteretiki 'LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

PRESTO JAR TOPS, 3 doz.

25c

SHOE POLISH, black, 3 for
BEANS, Great Northern, 5 lbs.

10c

FLOUR, Pure & White,
25 lb. bag
TOMATOES, Rosedale, ex. stand.
No. 2 can
VEGETABLE SOUP, Phillips
10' oz. can

COFFEE, Break O'Morn, lb.
CANDY, Broken Stick, lb
MACKEREL, Tall Can

15c

PET MILK, 4 tall cans
VIENNA SAUSAGE, can

55c

21c

2 lb. box
1
TEA, Garden Party, /

47c

OLEO, Goldbloom, pound

25c

pound
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In Sta

TOMATO ('ATSUP, Heinz
14 oz. bottle ..

12
24

GREEN BEANS, Arkco, cut
No. 2 can
PEACH PRESERVES, Hunt's, pa, I.
16 oz. jar
PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
32 oz. jar .

8
12

FRUIT JARS, Mason, pints dos.
quarts dos
DEEP BROWN BEANS, Libby
14 oz. can
TOMATO SOUP, Phillips
102 oz. can

25c:

14:.
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MACARONI & CHEESE LOAF, pound
PICKLE & PIMENTO LOAF, lb.
LIVER CHEESE LOAF, lb.

53c
53c
53c
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FOOD 'MARKETS

QUINN'S GROCERY

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY EVERY TIME

SUPER LOW PRICES
211 W. Shepardson St.

d
SARDINES, Sunshine, oval, inic.tar
No. 1 can Wise

MEAT SPECIALS

20c

CHERRIES, No. 2 can

46 oz. can

BANANAS, large fancy ripe, lb.

-SUGAR CURED JOWL

39c

Inn

BEETS, Scott County
No. 2 can

APPLES, Johnathan, U. S. No. 1, Cooking, 3 pounds

21c

MATCHES, carton

3/
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STUFFED OLIVES, Re Umberto,
2 oz. bottle
TOMATO JUICE COCKTAII„(allege

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

49c
70c
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Phone 2611
We Will Be Open Until 8 P. M. Each Saturday.
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